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The Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, 42°F (5°C)

Tonight: Increasing clouds, 17°F (-8°C)
Tomorrow: Snow likely, 32°F (0°C)
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budgetary context and the various
inputs considered," Vest said.

At Wednesday's faculty meet-
ing, two professors proposed that
the entire faculty discuss the way
Wrighton reached his decision at the
March meeting.

Faculty Chair Robert L. Jaffe
hopes that the faculty committee
will be ready to give a recommenda-
tion at that meeting and provide a
framework for debate.

Jaffe and Vest both said that the
controversy generated among the
faculty warranted an investigation
of the facts of the incident. "Within
the mainstream of the faculty, those
who have read the pamphlet are
eager to find out what the facts are,"
Jaffe said.

Vest said, "Unfortunately, we
will need to make more such deci-
sions in the future as we bring the

budget into balance. Given this need
and the level of discussion in the
community, I thought it was an
opportune time to have a faculty
group assess the process."

Jaffe agreed that a review of the
current process is in order. "MIT is
very bad at closing things down," he
said. "We have to learn how to do
that better."

Lechtman disputes decision
Lechtman charges that Wrighton

decided at the outset of his CMRAE
review that it should be closed, and
that he rigged the decision-making
Process to support his decision.

In a letter to Wrighton, Lecht-
man wrote, "[Wrighton's] lack of
candor and collegiality in this deci-
sion-making process corrupted the

This week, President Charles M.
Vest will appoint a faculty commit-
tee to review the decision to close
the Center for Materials Research in
Archaeology and Ethnology.

Provost Mark S. Wrighton
decided to close the center in June
1993. That decision prompted Pro-
fessor of Materials Science and
Engineering Heather N. Lechtman,
the director of the center, to write a
pamphlet sharply criticizing his
decision.

Lechtman could not be reached
because she is on leave this semes-
ter.

The committee will consist of
three or four faculty members.
"Basically, they will be asked to
examine the process by which the
decision was made, including the

JONATHON LI-T,

John Paschkewltz '95 displays strength and endurance
competes on Sunday in the lightweight men's rowing
for C.R.A.S.H.-B. Sprints.
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By Hyun Soo Kim
NVEWS EDITOR

chief of Counterpoint, said that it
was in Counterpoint's "best interest
to say 'no comment.' "

Martin has also filed a suit
against Lefkowitz, a professor of
Greek and Latin, for an article she
wrote in the September/October
1993 issue of Measure, published
by the University Centers for Ratio-
nal Alternatives.

Martin would not specify his
objections, but again said, "It is a
libelous article and damages my
reputation."

However, Martin wrote in a
broadside, a distributed statement,
that Lefkowitz alleged in her Mea-
sure article that he called a Welles-
ley student "a white, fucking bitch"
and that "the young woman fell
down as a result of his onslaught,
and Martin bent over to continue his
rage at her." This incident of alleged
verbal harassment is the same one
referred to in the Counterpoint arti-
cle.

Alleged verbal harassment
The incident occurred on Oct.

30, 1991. Martin was participating

in a Shakespeare reading in the
Claflin dormitory living room at
Wellesley. He went downstairs to
go to the restroom, and was return-
ing upstairs when he was questioned
by Michelle Plantec. She asked him
if a residence staff worker was
accompanying him; guests are sup-
posed to be escorted when traveling
inside the Wellesley dormitories.

According to an interview with
Martin and Plantec in the May 1993
issue of The Galenstone, a Welles-
ley publication, Plantec said, "I
stopped him and said, 'Excuse' me,
sir, who are you with?' He looked at
me and said, 'What do you mean?' I
said 'What Wellesley student are
you with?' and at that point he
exploded and called me a fucking
bitch, a racist, and a bigot, among
other things. ... After all this, he
went back into his meeting and said
the only reason I had stopped him
was because he was black.' "

Martin, in the same interview,
agrees that there was an angry
exchange, but denies that he used

By Daniel C. Stevenson
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

Massachusetts Committee Against
Discrimination after she was repeat-
edly denied tenure by MIT. A hear-
ing was held in December, 1993,
after MCAD investigators reviewed
the complaint, and Kalonji decided
to sue MIT, according to Altman.

Altman expects MIT to release
the discovery information within 90
days. He will then decide on wit-
nesses and prepare for the trial.
"Probably a year from now there

Kalonji, Page 11
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Gretchen Kalonji '80, a former
professor in material science and
engineering who was denied tenure
in 1991, is suing MIT for reinstate-
ment as a full professor and $1 mil-
lion in damages on the basis of sex-
ual discrimination.

"Kalonji was denied tenure at
MIT because she is a woman,"
wrote Kalonji's attorney, Michael
Altman, in a complaint and jury
demand filed in U.S. District Court
on Jan. 14. Kalonji was denied
tenure "despite thie fact that she is as
qualified or more qualified than men
who have been tenured by her
department in recent years," the
complaint said.

The suit identifies MIT and Mer-
ton C. Flemings, head of the Depart-
ment of Materials Science and Engi-
neering, as defendants. Flemings
was unavailabe for comment. Dean
of Engineering Joel Moses said he
was not able to comment about the
case because it was in court.

In June, 1991, Kalonji filed a
discrimination complaint with the

Tony Martin, a professor at
Wellesley College, has filed libel
suits against the MIT-Wellesley
publication Counterpoint and
Wellesley Professor Mary R.
Lefkowitz.

Martin, a professor of Africana
Studies, started the process of serv-
ing a suit last December for an arti-
cle written by Avik S. Roy '93 in
the September 1993 issue of Coun-
terpoint. The article discusses a
1991 incident in which a Wellesley
student accused Martin of alleged
verbal harassment.

Martin said his "lawyer is in the
process of doing whatever has to be
done. [The suit] is against a specific
article, the author, and the magazine
itself for publishing the article."

Martin would not elaborate on
what specifically he found libelous
in the article. "It's in the process of
being litigated, so I can't say," he
said. "But I found the article
libelous and damaging to my repu-
tation."

Samira Khan W'96, editor in Counterpoint, Page 9
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skills, the most important of which are listen-
ing skills," Jansen said. "We spent a lot of
time listening to one another and learning
about .rselves.... Through -actin., each of
the different roles in the mediation process
(party, mediator, and observer) I gained valu-
able insight at every angle."

The IAP class "focused on problem solv-
ing instead of deciding who's right and
wrongg" HIsu said.

"I think this is one of the best things
that's happened to MIT in a long time," Ni
said. There is the potential to do good and
allow people to learn from the process, she
said.

Rowe added that mediation is a good way
to stretch one's working comfort zones, "to
be able to mediate a really tense situation ...
with a peer... is one of the best ways to edu-
cate oneself' about how to interact in soci-
ety.

"Negotiation is a basic skill that you have
to use all the time," Hsu said.

However, some disputes should not be
mediated. "Cases of a criminal nature should
be taken to a more formal level," said media-
tor Eckart W. Jansen G.

"By trying mediation, students do not
lose any other options they may have. They
may at any point opt to follow other routes,
seek other forums, to process complaints,"
said Co-coordinator Carol Orme-Johnson.
"Formal mediation through mediation@mit
is designed to compliment, not replace, the
informal mediation that goes on all the time
on campus, through friends or graduate resi-
dent tutors or faculty intervening to help
resolve disputes around them."

Orme-Johnson emphasized that media-
tion@mit arbitrates "only disputes between
students."

"It's nice to have peers work with peers
with conflicts," added Susan Allen.

A system still in progress
Mediation@mit has been in the works for

the past two years. The organizers wanted to

By Eva Moy
EDITOR IN CHIEF

"keep alive the idea that ... you can resolve
disputes at the lowest level" before bringing
the case to Committee on Discipline or
Ueans, said Aaary E. Ni, mediator and Assis-
tant Dean of Residence and Campus Activi-
ties.

The program developed as part of the
harassment policies and procedures outlined
in Dealing with Harassment at MIT. The
Guide has evolved over the past 20 years;
"it's a system still in progress," Rowe said.

According to Orme-Johnson, this pro-
gram was modeled after the one at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts-Amherst, one of the
oldest in the country. It features two person
mediation teams to follow a particular
model, with the two people representing dif-
ferent races, religions, and gender.

There are 27 trained mediators in the pro-
gram, with 19 who completed their training
over IAP, according to Orme-Johnson. Mem-
bers include staff, undergraduate and gradu-
ate students.

"Mediation training teaches a variety of

Students have a new option for resolving
their disputes - mediation@mit - which is
both unofficial and confidential.

Mediation works on the "basic assump-
tion that people are good and that people
want to work out their own problems in good
faith," said student mediator Albert L. Hsu

The conflicting parties settle their own
differences, with the help of a pair of media-
tors. The process is purely voluntary, and
"any party can leave at any time for any rea-
son," said mediator Mary P. Rowe, special
assistant to the president.

Unlike formal grievance procedures, no
records of the dispute are kept. The parties
work out a mutual agreement, put it in writ-
ing, and enforce the solution themselves.

Mediation may be particularly useful for
some cases of injury by means of speech,
which can be resolved without formal media-
tion, Rowe said.

MIT's
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South Africans Attmpt
To Attract Dissidents
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Heavy Guns
nated by U.N. officers as weapons
containment sites. Eighteen other

IA-HERZEGOVINA Serb-held areas around Sarajevo are
artillery pieces known to still host heavy weapons
luare mile of covered by the NATO ultimatum
op have been but described by Rose as under U.N.
. Protection control. At least six others were
ler the control brought to U.N. attention Monday
irtin and his after NATO aerial reconnaissance

flights over the exclusion zone,
mortars and bringing to 32 the total of known
flanks of this Serb gun emplacements with U.N.

west of Sara- supervision that is equal or less than
arrels trained that at Osjek.
. Not one has French public-affairs officers
lantled by the who arranged a brief and heavily
here. And all Serb-controlled visit to the Osjek
y reach of the gun emplacements Monday
els, who out- appeared chagrined at the sight of
-odd men at the hillside batteries that are virtual-

ly unchanged despite the North
guns within a Atlantic Treaty Organization's
;lusion zone much-heralded ultimatum.
capital were The local Serb commander, Col.
withdrawn or Vladimir Radojic, held up the U.N.-
rces by 1 a.m. arranged press visit until nightfall,
ily one of the then forbade journalists to photo-
Ad at this offi- graph fhe wearyr, limiting the 1-

enter" is even minute tour to talks with the newly
Ws' sight. arrived deployment of Martin's pla-
owitzer actu- toon of the 2nd Company of
sandbagged Britain's Coldstream Guards.

ed to a Bosn- "The weapons are under our pro-
and parked tectiorn and containment over about

hill from the a square kilometer," Martin replied
npment. when asked if his men had unequiv-
Osjek and at ocal control over the guns. The
i depots make actual area placed under Martin's
have papered control Saturday was larger than the
: of a NATO square kilometer he estimated: Just
itarizing the those Serb gun emplacements visi-
by declaring ble from the roadside extended
)se enough to more than a mile.

The British troops had not been
d Osjek slope asked to inspect, relocate or render
within the 12- inoperable any of the weapons on
ficially desig- their assigned terrain, said Martin,

JOHANNESBURG

South Africa's multiparty negotiating forum, reconvening for the
first time in three months, approved a series of changes in the new
interim constitution Monday, but did so without the participation of
the parties the changes were intended to appease.

The amendments would give regions more powers, provide for
separate ballots for the regional and national elections on April 26-
28, and require the next parliament to appoint a council that will con-
sider proposals for the creation of an ethnic state for Afrikaners,
white descendants of mostly Dutch settlers.

The changes, expected to be approved by Parliament next week,
are designed to draw members of the Freedom Alliance, an anti-elec-
tion group of white right-wing and black homeland parties, into the
democratic process. The alliance boycotted MFonday's session, and
said the changes did not grant sufficient regional powers or guarantee
the creation of an Afrikaner state.

Back-channel negotiations continue among the government, the
African National Congress and all members of the alliance - the
Inkatha Freedom Party, the Afrikaner Volksfront and the homeland
government of Bophuthatswana. Sources close to the talks were opti-
mistic only about the prospect of bringing Bophuthatswana into the
election.

Meantime, police reported the bloodiest weekend of the year in
the province of Natal, where the rivalry between the ANC and
Inkatha always has been the most intense. At least 42 people have
been killed there since Friday - including six people who were shot
as they were proceeding toward an Inkatha rally outside of Pietmar-
itzburg, police said.

PFellmder lManaMges Jots to Be Cut
THE WASHINGTOY POST

who could not say how many of the
guns were still ready for firing
because Radojic had yet to tell him.

Asked if he could guarantee that
the weapons could never be retaken
by the Serb rebels whose homes and
front-line positions surround the
new U.N. encampment, Martin
replied, "I don't think that would
happen at the moment, because our
relations with them are good. They
want peace as much as anyone else
wants peace."

The U.N. commander for Bosn-
ian-based forces, British Lt. Gen.
Michael Rose, has boasted that his
formula for defining compliance
with the ultimatum has brought
about peace, as what was once a
daily ration of hundreds of artillery
shells blasted at Sarajevo has
recently ceased.

But the 380,000 people still
trapped in the Bosnian capital fear
the end of bombardment may have
come at the price of an indefinite
armed standoff and long-term hin-
drances to their free movement, as
they remain surrounded by armed
Serbian forces.

Many also fear that the U.N.
mission will tire of the costly, labor-
intensive weapons-monitoring oper-
ation that seems largely to be a cha-
rade and will eventually abandon
the so-called collection sites like
Osjek and allow rebel forces to
resume their siege.

Western leaders had called for
punitive air strikes in the event that
any heavy weaponry remained with-
in a 12-mile radius of Sarajevo as of
I a.m. Monday. But the appeals for
forceful intervention have dissipated
amid U.N. claims that the ultimatum
has qualitatively eased the risks

-confronting Sarajevo.

OSJEK, BOSNI

Eighteen heavy ar
scattered across a sq
rugged, snowy ridgets
deemed by the U.N
Force to be firmly und
of 2nd Lt. Spike Mi
British platoon.

Yet some of the
howitzers on the steep
mountain village north
jevo still have their b
on the Bosnian capital
been inspected or disr
UJ.N. forces assigned
are clearly within easy
gun-slinging Serb reb
number Martin's 20
least 3-1.

Although all heavy
U.N.-designated exc
around the Bosnian
supposed to have been
surrendered to U.N. foil
Monday local time, on
18 said tn he monitore

cial U.N. "collection ca
within the British troop

The sole 105mm h
ally pulled out of its
battery has been hitch(
ian Serb army truck
about 100 yards down
Britons' roadside encai

As conditions at (
least 31 other weapons
clear, U.N. officials 1
over Serbian defiance
ultimatum for demi!
hills ringing Sarajevo
the status quo to be clc
conformance.

The vast and rugged
is one of eight places \
mile exclusion zone of!

WASHINGTON

Administration plans to cut costs and red tape by reducing the
number of federal supervisors and managers in $49,000 to $90,000
annual pay range could set back - and maybe derail - another pro-
gram to increase the number of women and minorities in the Grade
13 through 1 5 jobs.

The administration is set to cut many of those jobs to reduce the
ratio of supervisors to employees. Many positions in the Washington
area also are in danger because of another White House goal: To
reduce headquarters operations. Most headquarters jobs are here, and
more than 115,000 people - almost a third of the total federal work-
force in the region - are GS 13s, 14s or 1 Ss.

Administration officials point with pride to a 200 percent increase
in the number of women at the GS 13 through 14 grade levels over
the past decade. Many were hired or promoted within the last few
years. But while there are more women than ever at the middle and
upper management ranks, most are relative newcomers compared to
their male colleagues.

Men at those grade levels tend to be older, have more federal ser-
vice and are more likely to have veterans preference. Seniority and
veterans preference are key protections when agencies undergo
reductions-in-force (RIFs).

Unless Congress gives the White House the tools to persuade
senior civil servants to take regular or early retirement, most federal
agencies will be forced to RIF to meet several sets of targets set by
the administration. One is an overall cut of 252,000 federal jobs -
about 13 percent of the white collar workforce - by 1999. About
1 18,000 of the cuts are supposed to take place by Sept. 30.

Chiliass Detention
Of Dissidents Faulted

THE WASHINGTON POST

By Joan Biskupic
THE WASHINGTON POST

protected aesthetics from its begin-
ning" in 1936, Cherrick said.
"Police have enforced the ordinance
against commercial signs that say,
'Siding going up,' and against ones
that say 'Happy Birthday.' "

Judges traditionally have given
political speech, such as Gilleo's
anti-war protest, the greatest protec-
tion under the Constitution. But
Supreme Court precedent on the dif-
ferent levels of protection for non-
commercial speech ("Save the
Whales") and commercial speech
("Eat at Joe's") is murky. A ruling
in the case could help clarify how
far governments may go in regulat-
ing both commercial and noncom-
mercial speech.

Relying on the general rule that
noncommercial speech has greater
constitutional coverage, lower
courts in the Gilleo case concluded
that Ladue was impermissibly
favoring commercial speech (such
as real estate signs) over political
speech.

Ladue's sign ordinance generally
prohibits all signs within its 8{
square miles. Exemptions are
included for real estate signs, road
and safety hazard signs, health
inspection signs, public transporta-
tion markers and commercial signs
in commercially zoned or industrial
districts.

The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said, "Ladue has not shown
that the prohibited signs cause more
aesthetic, safety and property value
problems than the permitted signs."

"The city is just as lovely as it
was before I put the sign up," Gilleo
said during an interview at her colo-
nial-style house. Gilleo, who works
for an organization that retrains

defense-industry contractors, grew
up in the St. Louis area and after
living in other parts of the country
returned to the area four years ago.

The city ordinance in effect
when the litigation began was
amended slightly during the course
of proceedings. (It still was found to
be unconstitutional.) Gilleo, who
replaced the original yard sign with
an 8 {-by- I1 -inch one in a second-
floor window, was cited under the
new ordinance for that sign. It said,
"For Peace in the Gulf."

Under previous Supreme Court
cases, when a city ordinance effec-
tively targets the content of a partic-
ular kind of speech, the city must be
able to show that the law serves a
"compelling interest," such as pub-
lic health or welfare, and the ordi-
nance must be narrowly drawn to
achieve that end. Lower courts said
Ladue failed that test.

But city lawyer Cherrick told the
justices in his brief that the city
interest in aesthetics, privacy, safety
and the preservation of real estate
values is overriding. "Without its
sign ordinance," he said, "Ladue
would suffer from the proliferation
of signs and resulting visual blight
that exist in some of Ladue's neigh-
boring cities."

Cherrick said the sign ban does
not threaten a person's freedom of
speech because alternative modes of
expression are available: for exam-
ple, letters, flyers, telephone calls,
bumper stickers, newspaper adver-
tisements and speeches.

Gilleo said the yard sign was an
unparalleled "quick, inexpensive
response" to sentiment that the
United States was about to become
involved in a war.

LADUE, MO.

In December 1990, as a U.S.-led
clash with Iraq appeared imminent,
Margaret Gilleo put up an anti-war
sign at her house in this fashionable
suburb of St. Louis.

The Persian Gulf War came and
went. A fight in Ladue over that 2-
by-3-foot yard sign only escalated.

This week, what began as a local
dispute over a city's sign prohibi-
tion becomes a major First Amend-
ment test at the Supreme Court.
Ladue prohibits its residents from
erecting political and social signs at
their homes.

The case, to be heard by justices
on Wednesday, casts free speech
proponents against a municipality's
desire to control visual blight.
Advertisers, publishers and free
speech activists have sided with
Gilleo, as has the U.S. solicitor gen-
eral. Numerous governmental orga-
nizations and seven states, including
Maryland, are with Ladue, saying
strong anti-sign laws are necessary
to protect the scenic beauty and
safety of their jurisdictions.

"I've been protesting war since
Vietnam," said Gilleo, who paid $4
to a church group for the sign that
said, "Say No to War in the Persian
Gulf, Call Congress Now." Gilleo
said she had heard of other people
being asked by police to remove
signs. "And they just grumbled. But
this issue was so important to me"
that she decided to sue the city.

"It's not the message," insisted
Jordan B. Cherrick, lawyer for the
city. "It's the medium."

Ladue officials think signs are
ugly. "Ladue has comprehensively

BEIING

Wang Wanxing, 44, a veteran Chinese political dissident, was
confined in a police-run psychiatric hospital after staging a one-man
demonstration in Tiananmen Square in 1992. His wife said she now
fears for his life.

Without a trial or independent medical examination, his wife,
Wang Junying, said, the police have detained Wang to treat him for
"political paranoia."

Wang Wanxing has smuggled letters out of the Ankang Hospital
for the criminally insane complaining that doctors are forcibly admin-
istering drugs to him daily and "trying all the time to destroy my
body and spirit."

His case is one of more than 1,000 documented in a report on peo-
ple imprisoned in China for their political or religious views. China
denies it holds political prisoners.

The report was issued during the weekend by Asia Watch, a New
York-based organization that monitors human-rights violations. It
states that 1993 was the worst period for political arrests and trials in
China since mid-1990 in the aftermath of the June 4, 1989, crack-
down on China's democracy movement.

Asia Watch accused China of using political prisoners as bargain-
ing chips, to be released for political effect. Western governments, it
said, interpret the releases as evidence of human rights improvements
and ignore thousands of prisoners who have not benefited from inter-
national attention.

WEATHER
NA TIONAL WEA TlHER SERVICE

Today: Mostly sunny. High 40-45°F (4-7°C). Northwest wind
10-20 mph (16-32 kph).

Tonight: Clear skies giving way to increasing clouds toward day-
break. Low 15-20°F (-9 to -7°C).

Wednesday: Cloudy during the morning. Snow likely during the
afternoon, changing to rain by evening. High 30-35°F (-1 to 2°C).
Chance of precipitation 70 percent.
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Despite NATO Ultim atum1~
Serb
By Carol J. Williams
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Supreme Court to Consider
Town's Anti-War Sign Ban
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By Paul Farhi
TDE WASHNGTON POST

their bills rise, as cable providers
found loopholes that enabled them
to raise some prices. Among other
things, the rules allowed operators
whose program prices were below
government-mandated "bench-
marks" to raise their prices up to a
certain level to offset their reduc-
tions in equipment prices.

The 7 percent reduction that will
be announced today could have a
more comprehensive effect on
prices, said a congressional source,
because cable companies have no
other ways to offset the rollback by
raising other prices.

Rather than a blanket order, the
FCC will adjust its benchmarks, the
maximum price that cable operators
can charge for each channel of pro-
gramming. Because nearly all cable
companies are at the benchmarks,
virtually everyone will have to drop
down 7 percent.

The FCC prices cover "basic"
program packages, which include
local broadcast stations, and
"expanded basic" packages, which

include popular cable-only channels
such as MTV and CNN. They do
not affect premium services such as
HBO or pay-per-view.

Prices vary throughout the
11,000 cable systems in the United
States, but a 7 percent reduction on
a $20 monthly bill would amount a
savings of $1.40. Sources said FCC
Chairman Reed Hundt pressed for
larger reductions than the 7 percent
or more apparently agreed to, but
was forced to compromise by com-
missioners James Quello and
Andrew Barrett, the lone Republi-
can among the three commissioners.

The FCC's new cut is seen by
political observers as an acknowl-
edgment that its first attempt did not
result in the widespread reductions
that Congress had in wheln it
passed a new cable TV law in the
fall of 1992.

Reconsideration of the cable
rules was proposed by Hundt, a prep
school classmate of Vice President
Gore who was appointed FCC
chairman in late November.

WASHINGTON

Federal regulators will order
cable television companies to
reduce their rates by at least 7 per-
cent Tuesday, sources said Monday,
in the government's second attempt
in 10 months to lower prices for the
nation's 58 million cable house-
holds.

The Federal Communications
Commission, whose original rules
requiring price cuts last year created
confusion and drew criticism, will
announce the new reductions at a
meeting Tuesday.

Last April, the FCC adopted
rules to reduce cable programming
charges up to 10 percent or more,
and forced reductions in equipment
prices as well. The reductions were
supposed to lower the monthly bills
of two-thirds of all subscribers and
save as much as $1.5 billion a year.

Instead, the FCC found in a pre-
liminary survey last fall that one-
third of all cable customers saw

By James Gerstenzang
LOS ANGELES TIMES

There is agreement within the
administration on the need to con-
front Japan but uncertainty over
how to do it and whether the get-
tough approach will have the
desired effect, senior administra-
tion trade and economic officials
say.

Complicating matters are con-
cerns within the administration that
any display of a disunity will send
misleading signals to Asia, where
,the United States is engaged-on such
sensitive military and political
issues as opposition to the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in North
Korea and insistence on respect for
human rights in China.

Other administration officials
insist that they do indeed have a
carefully mapped strategy but are
keeping it secret to put the Japanese
off balance. They promise to begin
unveiling a series of steps soon -
possibly as early as this week - in
their effort to keep the pressure on
Japan to reduce its $60 biilion-a-
year trade surplus with the United
States.

"The goals are clear, the strategy
is clear and the tactics .have been
consistent," U.S. Trade Representa-
tive Mickey Kantor said in an inter-
view. "I don't think there is any
doubt about what the administration
wants to accomplish."

WASHINGTON

Despite President Clinton's
tough talk about Japan's trade poli-
cy, the administration appears to
lack both a grand strategy and a
day-by-day game plan for prying
open Japan's markets, according to
government sources and trade
experts.

In the aftermath of the unsuc-
cessful talks.-Feb. I 1 between Clin-
ton and Japanese Prime Minister
Morihiro Hosokawa, a senior U.S.
official admitted privately a week
later: "We've been trying to figure
out what to do next."

SJL !| Saturday,March 12 on Haystack Mountain, VT.
J eSign up at the GSC office, 50-220. For more info,

contact the GSC at x3-2195 or Stan Reiss, sj reissmmit.

1 

Add yourself to the GSC mailing list
Simply log onto Athena and type
blanche gsc-students -a your login
If you have any questions, email to
gsc-request@mit.

With failing hands, we pass the torch to thee...Yeah, right! GSC elections are coming
up-would you like to be involved? You could be the treasurer, with control over an
astonishingly large budget, or the president and wield Godlike power, or the secretary,
and write silly ads for tne Tech, or you could run the fall orientation-or just come to all
the meetings and eat free pizza! Contact the GSC Office, 3-2195, for more information.

WORLD & NATION

Federal Regulators to Order
7 Percent Cut in Cable Rates

Gephardt Bill Sets
Thade 'GoaIs' for NAFTA

THE WASHINSGTON POST

BAL HARBOUR, FLA.

House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., in an effort to
put teeth into enforcement of the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment, said Monday he would introduce legislation to impose goals
and timetables orn U.S. trading partners to ensure they meet labor and
environmental standards.

Gephardt said the bill would give the United States confidence
that its trading partners were making progress toward meeting their
commitments.

Although the legislation would apply to all trading partners, the
clear target of Monday's announcement was Mexico and the side
agreements it negotiated with the United States on labor and environ-
mental standards as part of NAFTA. Labor and environmental groups
have complained the agreements were largely unenforceable.

The legislation would amend U.S. trade law but not change
NAFTA, which created a free-trade zone with Mexico and Canada.

Introduction of the trade amendment could serve two purposes,
one economic and the other political. It would provide a potential
mechanism for punishing low-wage importers that violate interna-
tional labor standards that might unfairly underprice U.S. producers.
At the same time, it would offer an opportunity for congressional
Democrats who voted for NAFTA to try and make amends with orga-
nized labor, wnhicn is threatening to withhold support to anyone who
supported the agreement.

It was not clear whether the White House would support the
Gephardt proposal, which was announced at Monday's meeting of
the AFL-CIO executive council. But presidential senior counselor
,George Stephanopoulos, appearing here, said that while he had not
seen the specific proposal, President Clinton has supported the inclu-
sion of workers' rights as part of the global trade pact called the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Stephanopoulos commented on
the Gephardt proposal after meeting with the executive council.

Some Strains of Pneumonia
Close to Being Incurable

LOSANGELES TIMES

SAN FRANCISCO

The world is just one antibiotic away from having incurable bacte-
rial pneumonia, according to a leading antibiotic researcher.

Some of the bacteria that cause pneumonia have acquired resis-
tance against nearly all the available antibiotic drugs, transforming
themselves into "what we must call a new species," Dr. Alexander
Tomasz told scientists gathered here for the annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

"We have been living in an era when if you got sick, there was
always a pill to take," the Rockefeller University scientist said Friday.
"And we are approaching an era when that will no longer be true."

Every year, common pneumococcal pneumonia kills 40,000 to
'50,000 Americans, most of them elderly or with depressed immune
systems. But most of the several million pneumococcal infections
Americans suffer every year are cured with antibiotics.

But now, all over the world there are mutant strains of bacteria
that are resistant to every antibiotic except vancomycin.

Administration Lacks StategyTo Pry Open Japanese Markets

I ediaeval M'anor! ther be yet room at thee -Master's table for this
Thursday, the four and twen.tiethI day of February, costing but
twenty dollars; but tary not, lest someone fleeter of foot and
freer of pocket take thy place! Stan Reiss, s j re i s s @mi t will
answer thy questions; or get thee to the GSC office at once.

Graduate

Student

Council

TechWatc for the GSC " Thank you"ad i Friday's

Activities Committee meeting
Tuesday March 1 in 50-220 at 17:30. Free food.

PAAH meeting Thusrday March 3 in
Peer Advocates Against Harassment 50-220 at 17:30. Free food.

Next
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Tough Foreign Policy Effective in Bosnia
IIColumn by Daniel C. Stevenson

ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

At 7 p.m. on Sunday, the NATO-imposed
deadline for the withdrawal of Serbian guns
from around Sarajevo passed without commo-
tion. Since Friday, the Serbs had been scram-
bling to comply with the NATO demands,
showing a novel interest in peace. NATO and
the United Nations recognized what they saw
as good intentions by the Serbs, and have
pledged, for the time being, not to carry out
the threatened air strikes

The apparent success of the latest peace
initiative has shown two things: that a dead-
line for withdrawal backed up by a visible
threat of force can be successful, and that it
takes a tragic and widely publicized loss of
innocent lives to sway western foreign policy.

NATO imposed the deadline on Feb. 11,
giving the Serbs exactly 10 days to remove
their heavy artillery from around Sarajevo and
abide by a cease-fire. Unlike previous
demands and requests, the NATO ultimatum
was forceful, had a specific deadline, and was
backed up by threats of strong retribution.
American and other NATO forces prepared
for fighting while the major western leaders
spoke strongly about enforcing the deadline.
NATO jets overflew Sarajevo, and military
officials talked about preparations for bomb-
ing, sending a very clear message to the Serbs
that at least this time, compliance was neces-
sary.

By acting tough and promising strong,
swift retribution for non-compliance with the
ultimatum, the nations of NATO were able to
save countless lives and set a precedent for
stopping the conflict in Bosnia, a precedent
that can and must be extended to Mostar,
Srebenica, and elsewhere. Now that Sarajevo
is temporarily safe, care should be taken to
ensure the security of other regions in the war-
torn country, especially with reports of the
Serbs redeploying the guns that used to sur-
round Sarajevo to other besieged areas.

The recent events also show that the wor-
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tor that convinces them to choose MIT over other universities.
Eighty percent of students hold a UROP during their academic
careers. Moreover, research experience gives MIT graduates an
edge over other college graduates when applying to graduate
schools or searching for jobs.

In addition, some students use UROPs as work-study
employment. If only credit or volunteer UROPs are available,
these students may be denied a part of the MIT experience.
Those who need to work for money may turn away from the
UROP program altogether, hurting the students as well as MIT.

The administration should be lauded for its efforts to save
UROP, but Provost Wrighton alone will probably not be able to
convince the government to grant an exemption.

A coordinated effort by the students and affiliates of MIT
must be made to make the government aware of the educational
value of the UROP program. A change in policy regarding the
waiver of overhead costs associated with UROP may have sub-
stantial results, possibly affecting more than meets the eye.

It is ip to us, the MIT community as a whole. to take action
by convincing the government of the importance of sustaining
the current UROP program.

Starting July 1, the cost of the Undergraduate Research
Opportunity Program will more than double because of new
federal regulations regarding overhead costs. The UROP pro-
gram is an integral and important part of an MIT undergraduate
education, and any reduction in UROP represents a considerable
cause of alarm for all present and future MIT undergraduates.

With the change in regulations, the Institute will no longer
be able to waive the overhead costs of research - along with

employee benefit costs - for

Editof^al LJUROP salaries. Overhead costs,
which were waived last year on

about $4.5 million in UROP salaries, include physical plant ser-
vices, and library and administrative work.

With higher costs, fewer professors will be able to hire
undergraduates. There will be more competition for the limited
funds available, and qualified and capable students will be
turned away from research positions. Professors could decide
that undergraduates are too expensive to hire at all, reducing the
nnPprhunities f¢r CtdelntsC tno nrti'inante in resaPrch.

For many students, the UROP program has great education-
al value. The opportunity to do cutting-edge research as under-
graduates attracts many students to MIT. For some, it is the fac-
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harassment."
i did not ask that question. The question I

did ask was very specific. I asked each pan-
elist to "give an example of speech, language,
sentences, or phrases that should not be pun-
ished." Notice that I never used the words
"illegal" or "acceptable." Furthermore, I did
not even use the word "harassment" in my

question.
There is no such thing as "acceptable

harassment." I respectfully request that The
welts apolglogiz for noUt only lifttlIq-uutin g tie,
but for misquoting me in such a way as to
suggest that I, a black man, believe that there
is such thing as "acceptable harassment."

Glen A. Adams G
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OPINION ST.4FF

ries of President Clinton and others about
American troops getting bogged down in an
unpopular conflict were unfounded. Even if
NATO had gone to war against the Serbs, it
would have been with "surgical" air strikes,
not with a costly ground war. Fortunately, by
making a visible display of force, NATO was
able to avoid actually effectuating their threats.

It is disturbing, however, that the recent
threats by NATO and the United Nations were
obviously prompted by the gruesome (and
widely publicized) massacre of over 60 Sara-
jevans when a Serb shell destroyed a busy
marketplace just over two weeks ago.

The marketplace massacre represented no
great change in the war in Sarajevo - shells
had fallen before that day, and shells contin-
ued to fall afterwards. Snipers still shot at
people walking in the city. But what the mas-
sacre did change was the perception of the
western public, which in turn swayed and
influenced the opinions of western leaders.

The marketplace massacre, carefully and
sensationally packaged by the news media,
brought the conflict close to home again,
showing in a very graphic and wrenching
manner the daily reality of a war that has gone

on for almost two years with little or no west-
ern intervention. It is unfortunate that 60 peo-
ple had to die to provide the catalyst (and the
excuse) for a major change in American and
NATO policy. In the last two weeks, western
leaders have continued to talk tough about
Bosnia, but for once, they seem to be enforc-
ing their words with real action.

President Clinton has said that "NATO
won't look the other way any more" and that
the cease-fire and exclusion zone in Sarajevo
will be enforced. "Never again" has been
promised before, but those have been empty,
unfulfilled promises that have only worsened
the situation in the war-torn country. Now,
however, Clinton and other leaders have done
more than talk tough - they have acted
tough. They have demonstrated an interest in
forceful imposition of ultimatums, a policy
that needs to be continued and extended to
other areas of Bosnia. It is unfortunate that
images such as the Feb. 14 Newsweek cover
showing a Bosnian woman's bleeding face
had to prompt the change in policy, but the
policy has been changed, and must be contin-
ually reinforced to avoid prolonging the suf-
fering of the Bosnians and end the war.
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To Reach Us
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UROP Overhead Waiver Vital To MIT
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Adams Misquoted
At Harassment Forum

The Tech erroneously reported that "Glen
Adams G asked the panelists to each give an
example of an action that constituted 'illegal'
harassment and one example of 'acceptable'

Opinion Policy
Editorials, printed in a distinctive format, are the official opin-

ion of The 7ech. They are written by the editorial board, which con-
sists of the chairman, editor in chief, managing editor, executive
editor, news editors, and opinion editors.

Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are
the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing
to publish their disagreement with the editorial.

Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the news-
paper.

Letters to the editor are welcome. They must be typed, double-
spaced and addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139-7029, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-
483. Electronic submissions in plain text format may be mailed to
lettersgthe-tech.mit.edu. All submissions are due by 4 p.m. two
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The deadline to apply for on campus
summer and fall vacancies in family
and single graduate student apart-
ments and dormitories is Monday,
February 28, 1994. Applications
available in Graduate Housing in E32-
133. Any questions, call 3-5148. The
Graduate Housing Office is closed
Tuesday, March 1st.

Spring Break!! Tours to Cancun,
South Padre Island, Bahamas.
Unbeatable Prices! Staff on location,
club admission discounts, parties,
etc. Complete packages available.
It's not too late! Call Tours Unlimited
at 1-800-734-4800.

Donate Your Live Brain to Science
(Well, for 15 minutes anyway) The
Dept. of Brain & Cognitive Sciences
seeks subjects whose FIRST lan-
guage is American English for excit-
ing psycholinguistic research. Pays
$3 for 15 minutes. Call Marie at 253-
8408 or send e-mail to marie@psy-
che.mit.edu.

Teach English in Japan We train you
to teach individuals and small
groups. Your students are enthusias-
tic anid trespectfuL aduts.. IV rnllowl-
edge of Japanese is required.
Advanced degree holders are espe-
cially welcome. One year renewable
contract pays ¥3 million. Send letter
and resume to: Mr. Evans, Bi-Lingual
Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, Suite
2140, New York, NY 10110.

MITs Oldest and Largest Newspaper

FREE!
Airline Reservations &

The world famous investment banking firm of

Goldman Sachs & Co., has several excellent programs

available for students who are majoring in the above

areas (and those who have a strong interest in tech-

nology supported by prior work and classroom expe-

rience). The programs include full-time employment

as a New Associate. Some knowledge of COBOL

and/or "C" language is preferred.

If you arc interested and meet

the above requirements, please:

Fax your resume e to:
Debbie Gottesman

Personnel Department
212-346-3889

Or mail your resume to Ms. Gottesman, Goldman
Sachs & Co., Employment Department - 3rd Floor,
85 Broad Street, New York, NY 10004.

Goldman, Sachs & Co., is an equal opportunity em-
ployer and does not discriminate in employment on the
basis of age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
disability, veteran status or any other basis that is
prohibited by federal, state or local law.

What Is Better Than A Slozan School UROP?

The practical experience of working
in the business office of

The Tech.

The Business Department is seeking a responsible and
dedicated individual who plans to pursue a career in management

or marketing to fill an entry level position. This opening is
on a track to the Business Manager position.

Organizational and planning skills are a must. but no previous business experience
is required. Call x8-TECH and leave your name and phone number for the

business manager, or send e-mail to ads @the-tech.mit.edu.

If You're Majoring In
Telecommunications, Computer

Science, MIS, Math or Engineering
and Want To Get A Head Start

On A Great Career...Ticketing Service
CRIMSON TRAVEL

Get To A Fax... Fast!

IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
THESE AIRLINES... 
American, United, Continental, Delta, TWA, Northwest, USAir,
British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swissair,
Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even
shuttle flights.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT, MAKE
YOUR RESERVATIONS AND PICK UP YOUR
TICKETC AT TUnMAC COKK/CRIMS(N.i1%1%B:: I 'aN A IS I I WVillntY ~Va"- mle -Wam~m..,N

,msMMA',^_ aJ iWA, mMr,,=Z
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One Broadway a CAMBRIDGE
Open Monday- Friday 8:30 am-5:00 pm

868-2666
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We're seeking graduates in:

* Electrical
Engineering

m Mechanical
Engineering

[ Aerospace
Engineering

[ Math
a Physics

a Computer
Engineering

B Computer Science
(Scientific)

Equal Opportunity Employer. Proof of U.S.
citizenship may be required.

This is the ideal way for
you to explore career
opportunities at Hughes
Aircraft Company located in
Southern California and
Tucson, Arizona.

[ Gain first-hand
information

a See if we're the
Company for you

a Tell us about yourself

You'll never know how far
your education can take
you until you take that
first step.

Hughes Aircraft Company
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INTERACTIVE EDUCATION
NEW SOFTWARE COMPANY SEEKS HACKER

We are a software company about to release our first
CD-ROM product. We're looking for a programmer to
convert our completed Macintosh product to Window s .

Applicants should be fluent in procedural C and be
comfortable with Windows, Macintosh resources (PICT
and TEXT), QuickTime video and elementary database
searching functions.

The job will require from one to three weeks of part
time work, depending on how fast you are capable of
completing it. We offer the challenge of working in an
entrepreneurial environment and a lucrative royalty
plan.

Please send a resume and, if possible, a small sample
of C source code to:

Nicolas van Dyk
President
Interactive Education, Inc.
1105 Mass Ave, 11A
Cambridge, MA 02138
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REALITY BITES
Starring Winona Ryder, Ethan Hawke,
Ben Stiller, Janeane Garofalo, Swoosie Kurtz,
Joe Don Baker, and John Mahoney.
Directed by Ben Stiller.
Written by Helen Childress.

By Gretchen Koot
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sleeping with whom or who wants to be sleep-
ing with whom. Admittedly while two of the
characters are played by Winona Ryder and
Ethan Hawke, this might still make for a
worthwhile viewing experience. But sex is not
what this movie is about. It is about the strug-
gle to find your voice, to find out what is
important to you. This is no easy task for a
member of a generation in the shadow of the
baby boomers.

The movie opens with Lelaina (Winona
Ryder) giving her valedictory address to her
college class. She asks her fellow graduates
what her generation will do with wreckage of
the greed driven 80's. "The answer," she says,
"is simple." She pauses and looks down at her
notecards. Her face registers alarm and she

_ l l;~i begins to shuffle
Emu= ~ ~ ~ through the cards franti-

cally. Finally, after sev-
eral painful minutes of
panicky shuffling, she
says in a wavering
voice, "I don't know."

Eta ^ With this crisis over,
Lelaina is free and ready
to boidiy enter the real
world. She has fears

- about her future, but she
is hopeful and driven
What she wants is to
make documentaries, so
she interns on a morning
talk show called "Good
Morning Grant" while

ke star in Reality using her free time to
Baby Boomers. document the lives of

chained front

her friends. This would seem to be a decent
opportunity for Lelaina to find someone to
help her learn about television.

Unfortunately, all the people in the posi-
tion to be mentors in this movie are too self-
absorbed to do so. In one scene, Lelaina is at
the talk show studio editing her documentary
when her boss, Grant, walks in. He looks the
part of the wise, benevolent grandfather. He
has the distinguished gray hair and, at least
while on camera, the friendly smile. But he
gruffly rebuffs Leiaina's attempts to get him
to review her work. When she tries to give
him extra background information about one
of his guests, he just snarls at her and says,
"Just give me the questions." And so we see
behind the facade. Grant is just there to look
grandfatherly for the camera and so, Lelaina
discovers, she is on her own.

Amidst her distress about work, she meets
Michael (Ben Stiller) who is a television exec-
utive for an MTV-like network. Their awk-
ward first date was wonderfully acted by both
Ryder and Stiller. It is sure to make you
squirm as well as laugh. When they later sit in
Michael's convertible sipping slurpies and
talking, you know that this isn't love but it's
alright.

Lelaina's new relationship with Michael
forces, hr best friend, Trey, (Ethan Hawke),i to

begin recognizing his love for Lelaina.
Hawke's performance is wonderfully subtle.
Through all Troy's bravado, we can see him
for who he really is, someone who is desper-
ately afraid to go after what matters to him.
He is constantly making jokes to avoid having
to really say anything, and there are moments

n grun sel
"Would?"), but was greeted less enthusiasti-
cally by critics who felt that guitarist Jerry
Cantrell's and vocalist Layne Staley's music
was a bit too weighty and self-indulgent.

There is no such problem with their third
release, an EP entitled Jar of Flies. This

;seven-song set captures the same lyrical mes-
sage and angst of previous albums, but in a
much more subdued setting. Sharply contrast-
ing with slabs of neo-grunge-metal from their
other albums, songs like "I Stay Away" and
"No Excuses" are executed with a more
relaxed, natural, and less visceral feel.

But this doesn't mean that this group is
making an acoustic-based retreat or is coast-
ing on in-between album filler. It is mood
music, blending Staley's distinctive, throaty
baritone with the usual guitar, bass, and drums
and the wistful baroque feel from a supporting
cast of violini-s ThC lyris, as usual, are filled
with disgust, fear, and longing ("Hands are

between the laughter that we can see the
anguish this causes him. At one point,
Michael accuses him of being a jester and
makes some convoluted reference to the
Jester's skull which Hamlet ponders. But Troy
is not really the jester. He is Hamlet. He con-
stantly steps to the edge of action only to
quickly pull back.

Lelaina also must decide what she wants.
Michael is responsible and fun, but from their
scenes together it is plain that they don't have
any deep connection. With Troy on the other
hand, Lelaina really has something to lose.
This conflict could easily have turned into the
formula of responsible boring guy vs. sexy
bad boy, but it didn't. For Lelaina to make a
decision, she has to decide what is important
to her and what she really has with each of
these men.

Of course, this movie is a comedy and a
funny one. The best thing about Troy's con-
stant joking is that his lines are good and
Hawke delivers them well. When Lelaina
returns from her first date with Michael, Troy
begins taunting her about it, calling Michael a
yuppie. When Lelaina protests, saying "He's
not a Yuppie," Troy quips, "He's the reason
Cliff Notes were invented." Later in the
movie, Lelaina has a hilarious low point
where she runs up a phone bill of hundreds of
dollars to the psychic friends network. The
vulnerability Winona shows us in Lelaina
allows us to laugh at her and feel for her
simultaneously. The wonderful performances
and insightful writing by Helen Childress and
directing by Ben Stiller make this a very
entertaining movie.

bruised.../Drained and blue/l bleed for
you/You think it's funny, well/You're drown-
ing in it too" from "No Excuses"), but without
Staley screaming the refrains, the songs
become miles more personal and poignant.
Even "Whale and Wasp," an instrumental, fits
seamlessly with the other songs on the album.

In fact, this may be Alice in Chains' best
piece of work to date. Unlike U2's Zooropa,
which alienated some listeners by trying to be
too avant-garde, Jar of Flies is instantly
accessible to popular listening, or - dare I
say - a radio-ready format. Still steeped in
confusion and angst, Alice in Chains may not
win over a whole new audience from the pop
realm. But with this album, Alice in Chains is
ready to take a harder look at the musical
movement and marketing strategy called
"grunge" that spawned them, confront it, and
go on to explore the edges of rock, alternative,
or whatever they like.

Of course, the whole grunge movement
was a myth. And a letdown of the fickle world
of pop music was inevitable: no longer blessed
with a song with pop/rock crossover explo-
siveness (e.g., Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen
Spirit" or Pearl Jam's "Alive") the two most
popular grunge acts failed to resonate with
their pop audience to the degree that made
their previous albums so surprising. Both Nir-
vana and Pearl Jam owe much of their success
to a primary crossover into the singles charts,
but are now focusing their efforts toward a
largely rock/alternative audience.

Alice in Chains is no exception to the
above formula. Slowly (but not quietly), they
earned respect with Facelift (1990), and then
upped the ante with an album heavily steeped
in drug/heroin motifs with Dirt (1992). The
relative heaviness of material contained in
their sophomore effort did not faze record-
buyers (producing the hits "Rooster" and

runge is out. A friend of mine
revealed this to me last June in a city
not far from Seattle, Washington,
grunge capital of the world. For' me,

his preemptive statement seemed to tarnish
the follow-up albums of Pearl Jam, Nirvana,
and other "grunge" acts before they were even
released late last year. For a while, it seemed
that record companies took the grunge hype
seriously and then tried to exploit it for all it
was worth. Like punk rock in the late 70s,
grunge was supposed to shake up the music
industry and create a resurgence of hard-hit-
ting guitar-based rock in the pop charts.

i
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Legal problems? I am an experienced
attorney and a graduate of MIT who
will work with you to solve your legal
problems. My office is conveniently
located in downtown Boston, just
minutes from MIT via the MBTA. !f
your problem involves high tech law,
consumer or business law, family
law, real estate, accidents or litiga-
tion, call Attorney Esther Horwich at
523-1150, for a free initial consulta-
tion.

Wanted: Sailing instructors for sum-
mer Jr. Y.C. sailing program on lower
Cape Cod. Housing provided. Call
508-346-9413. IAt the box office or charge by phone 617-426-5225 I

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE WA.RRFENTON 5T.._
I

..
I

I

,.m.
PWear Costumes

Sponsored by MIT Hillel
for information call 253-2982

Reality Biles, but surprisingly, comedy doesn't

ere's something truly amazing: a com-
edy about the twenty-something gen-
eration that actually has something to
say. Honestly, I wasn't expecting this

movie to be as good as it was. From the trail-
ers I thought the characters would have about
as much depth as the ones on Melrose Place
and that the plot would revolve around who's

i~sEiarl:8a

Ben Stiller, Winona Ryder and Ethan Hawl
Bites, a comedy about love and life for post-I

Alice's EP uin
JAiR OF FLIES
Alice in Chains.
Columbia Records.

By Scott Deskin
ASSOCIATE ARMS EDITOR

"M.I . STUDENT SPECIAL KENDALL BARBERS
4 BARBER STYLISTS

Haircutting for Men and Women
Monday thru Friday 9:15 to 5:15
(Appointments Avail. Thurs. Evenings 5 to 8)

I) [ (617) 876-1221

238 Main Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
80TO'S OUTRAGEOUS iNTERACTIVE COMEDY

TICCKTS ANY $f0 
Bvy y WE;SpAY SPM PFM^MACF sn FORst r

PUR I M
MEGILLAH READING

M.I.T. Chapel

Thursday, February 24th 6:30 I

oRefreshments · Purim Shpiel ·
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The Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar

presents

Professor Ann lesch
Department of Political Science

Villanova University

IThe Islamic Revolution

In Sudan: Implications

For Egypt and Algeria"

Tuesday, March 1, 1994
4:30-6:30 p.m.

E51-00A
70 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies

L
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At NewYork'sConcord
Resort Hotel

7 Day 6 Night Package Includes:

Free Concerts:

Lemonheads, Run DMC,

Fishbone, Violent Femmes,

Wide Spread Panic,

Mighty Mighty Bosstones,

They Might Be Giants

Sports:
Sand Volleyball, Tennis, In Line Skating,

7 Day Ski Lift Pass and more..

Fun Stuff:

Crazy Pool Parties, Tanning Beds,

Night Clubs and more...

Food:

3 gourmet meals a day

_ _fi __fffflfl

Here's why: Macsyma has unique strengths, even in basic algebra, trigonometry,
differentiation, integration. No other product offers such balanced power in O.D.E.'s,
Laplace and Fourier transforms, vector and tensor calculus, Fortran and C code
generation, balancing procedural programming and pattern matching methods. The
Macsyma database is uniquely able to supplement symbolic expressions with assump-
tions and type declarations. Macsyma's on-line help systems are the easiest to use.
Don't take our word for it - see the reviewer comments below.
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didacies,
211 Open

telling the students what the UA has
done and listening to what the stu-
dents want it to do.

Nobody knows that the UA is
involved with the Course Evaluation
Guide and Safe Ride, Sankaran said.
"We want to get the message out
that we're here and we're interested
in what students have to say."

Both teams agree that the UA
needs to have better contact with the
student body.

Sankaran and Muh plan to
achieve this by training the UA rep-
resentatives to get students' opin-
ions. In addition, they intend to
attend dormitory and independent
living group meetings.

"The UA is seen as exclusive
and we don't think it should be. We
stress a platform based on increased
communication," Sankaran said.

IPage and Evans propose making
the UA meetings less formal so that
they will allow greater opportunity
for students to discuss issues.

"We want to get the administra-
tive issues out of the way quickly,
and bring up relevant issues - not
just wait to do this after a crisis,"
Evans said. "We want to give the
students a voice so that people in
positions of power will know what
they want."

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

By Nicole A. Sherry
STAFF REPORTER

campaign and is asking for an item-
ized list of all campaign-related
expenditures. "We do not want any-
one buying the election," Shrivasta-
va said.

The Election Commission will
conduct a candidate forum on Mar.
2. The two UAPNP teams will par-
ticipate in a debate on Sunday, Feb.
27.

The two UAPJVP teams have
distinct ideas about the shape the
UA should take, and the way they
can implement their proposed
changes.

Page and Evans believe the UA
has been spending money wasteful-
ly. "We want to make sure the UA
is spending money well, and if not,
decrease it so Finboard will have
more money to give to student
groups,' Page said.

"The UA has bcome kind ofa
club,"' Page said. "They have written
themselves into the rules and have
prevented others from doing things.'"
He added, "We want to clean that up
and get people who are interested to
do things. Now the group is more
interested in themselves."

Sankaran and Muh believe the
student body has an unfair opinion
of the UA. They want to achieve
better communication in terms of

About 30 students formally
declared their intention to seek posi-
tions in the Undergraduate Associa-
tion last week.

Elections by paper-ballot will be
held on Mar. 9. Electronic voting
will be available from Mar. 3 to
Mar. 8.

This year there are two teams
running for UA President and Vice
President. Michael R. Evans '95 and
Colin M. Page '95 are running
against Vijay P. Sankaran '95 and
Carrie R. Muh '96.

Several positions are still open:
only two candidates have applied
for the four available spots on the
Finance Board, and no candidates
have applied for Class of '94 presi-
dent and vice president.

As a result, the Election Com-
mission has extended the filing
deadline for these positions to Fri-
day. "In the past there have been
problems with deadline extensions.
This year once a person has submit-
ted on time, the position is closed,"
said Rishi Shrivastava '97, the elec-
tion commissioner.

The election committee also
plans to strictly regulate the amount
of money spent on each person's

Counselors for prestigious children's
summer camp in Maine who posses
strong skills in tennis, baseball,
lacrosse, fishing, archery, crew,
nature study, photography, wind surf-
ing, sailing, canoeing, kayaking, mar-
tial arts, basketball, horseback rid-
ing, gymnastics, art, piano, drama,
canoe trip leader, and WSI swim
instructor. References and interview
required. Telephone: (617) 721-
1443.

Fletcher Spaght, a Boston-based
strategy consulting firm focusing on
venture capital funded, technology
oriented companies, seeks entry
level research associates with bio-
engineering, or computer science or
engineering backgrounds. Information
session: Tuesday, Feb. 22nd, 6 p.m.
in Room 4-153. Recruiting interviews:
Wednesday, Feb. 23rd.

Having trouble with school or work?
Are you easily distracted?

Do you have difficulty concentrating?
These and other symptoms of

Attention Deficit Disorder
Can now be treated without dt ugs

Using a program of

Windows User(England)
"When it comes to power and integration with Windows, Macsyma emerges as the best top-end
symbolic and numerical computational program. Remarkably, costing just £299 [$450], Macsyma is
also the cheapest maths package in this review [which includes all major competitors]."

IEEE Spectrum

"Macsyma is a national treasure .. . The user's guide and help menus should enable a novice to use
the program productively very quickly.... The graphics are superb ... Macsyma's special strengths are
in symbolic manipulation, where it is more comprehensive and arguably more reliable than such
competing programs as Maple and Mathematica.... Users with heavy mathematics needs should
insist on Macsyma, if not on their systems, at least on a computer down the hall."

Byte Magazine 'If you want sheer computational power, get Macsyma.'
WinDOS (Germany) "Macsyma is a mathematics program for which virtually any claims are justified.!'
Personal Computer World (England)

"Macsyma's capabilities are vast. Better still is that its enormity never compromises its ease of use."
Design News

PRODUCT RATING:
Overall Rating 9/10

Installation
Documentation

9/10
9/10

Ease of use
Performance

9/10
9/10

"Every step of the way you can count on the extensive help system through the Windows interface
to steer you to the right command. "

"A quarter century of software development (half of it at M.IuT.) is hard to beat."
Macsyma for 386/387 or higher PC's with MS-Windows 3.1 and minimum 8 megabytes RAM, on 3.5 inch
diskettes with Reference Manual, User's Guide, and Quick Reference Card. Add $5 for shipping and
handling, and 5% sales tax in Massachusetts. Macsyma is a registered trademark of Macsyma Inc.

Macsyma Inc.
20 Academy Street
Arlington, MA 02174-6436 / U.S.A.

Tel: 617-646-4550
Fax: 617-646-3161

I

1-800-macsyma
1-800-622-7962

30 Declare UA Can
Several Positions S1

Get Macsyma Math Software for $199
A special offer to M"IVT9 students |h I

for the full professional version!

M acsyma is the most powerful,
reliable and easy-to-use symbolic-

EEG Biofeedback Training
For more information, contact:

Neurodevelopment Associates, Inc.
Susan M. Brefach, Ed.D.

Mass. Licensed Psychologist
860-7211

Call 1-800-macsyma today!
Offer expires SMarch 31, 194
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Please Note: Open to all inter-
ested students. Your attendance
at the Information Meeting is a
prerequisite to your interviewing
process. Please attend. Refresh-
ments provided! Casual attire.

Ir~'sR·~~nr~,~ I~~,ftw 'I,~~T'uLNFOILNUT1 EE Ac TING

Date: March 1, 1994
Time: 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Place: Room 4.163

INTERVIIEWING:
Date: March 2 & 3, 1994

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

GEOSCIENCE

APPLIED SCIENCE

Individual initiative has
always played a major role in
Schlumberger's growth and
technological leadership.
Today, Schlumberger employs
5.3,000 people in 75 countries
with annual revenues
approaching $7 billion.

Schlumberger is comprised of
two main business groups:
oilfield services, which offers a
complete range of energy
exploration and recovery
services; and Measurement
and Systems which produces
everyining from utility meters
to automatic test equipment.

The Schlumberger Companies
value individual initiative.
X you'd rather lead than

follow, and enjoy the

recognition that goes along
with taking responsibility for
the work you direct, contact us
today. We'll give you the
support, training and
opportunity you need to meet
the challenge.

NITAVE,

Counterpoint, from Page 1 confident that it's a meritless case.
We'll defend it to the utmost, and
we will win," he said.

Martin and Lefkowitz have
engaged in some academic disputes
in the past Martin said, "In the last
couple of years, she has written arti-
cles referring to me or to some
debates with my students. Some
articles were critical, some were
not. ... I think she has some dis-
agreements about some things I
teach about early African influence
in early world civilization."

Martin criticized for new book
Currently, Martin is the focus of

a controversy at Wellesley for his
new book, The Jewish Onslaught:
Dispatches from the Wellesley Bat-
tlefront.

The book has provoked a
response from the Wellesley admin-

istration. Wellesley President Diane
Chapman Walsh wrote a letter to the
Welilesley community condemning
Tony Martin's new book as using
"'recurrent and gratuitous use of
racial or religious identification of
individuals."

Martin defends his book in his
broadside. He wrote, "The Jewish
Onslaught was published as a
response to the unprincipled attacks,
defamatory statements, assaults on
my livelihood, and physical threats
directed against me for several
months. These emanated principally
from the Jewish community and its
agents, and were triggered by my
classroom use of a work detailing
Jewish involvement in the African
slave trade."

Martin has taught Africana Stud-
ies at Wellesley for the past 21
years.

profanity. He also said he asked per-
mission from the dormitory desk
before going to the restroom. '
'Coming out of the restroom, I was
rudely accosted by a group of
women who were coming up the
stairs behind me. ... I tried to ignore
them for a short space of time. ...
And eventually, when we got to the
top of the stairs I became very
annoyed, and expressed my annoy-
ance to the people who were behind
me.' "

Lefkowitz cited this incident
from an article in the May/June
1993 issue of Heterodoxy, a national
publication, for her article.

Lefkowitz would not comment
3n the suit. But she said, "He has
been very angry at me about some
)f my writings on ancient history."
Lefkowitz added that Wellesley's
history department voted recently
lot to give credit toward a history
najor for any of Martin's courses.

Henry A. Sullivan, Lefkowitz's
lawyer, said that she does not plan
:o settle out of court "We feel very

LAY IT ON THE LINlE.

HELPING THE SUICIDAL AND DESPAIRING.
24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

This space donated by The Tech

At Genentech, we believe that 
creating an environment where
outstanding science leads to solving
problems and discovering new, often 
unexpected, opportunities is the
most important element of our culture.
Since our founding in 1976, Genentech
has marketed more products than any
other biotechnology company. With the
highest per employee R&D investment
of any publicly held company in the
U.S., our product pipeline is the
richest in the industry.

Genentech's contribution to society goes
beyond the beneficial impact of the
products developed. We are committed
to our employees and the community at
large. Tyis is iusated Vy tle establsh-
ment of such diverse efforts as the
Uninsured Patients Program which
provides drugs free to those who have
no insurance or other means to pay for
them; Access Excellence, a $10 million

* Manufacturing
* Process Sciences
* Quality Assurance
a Quality Control
* Research

Post-Doctoral opportunities are also
available.

Genentech offers an exceptional
benefits package which includes filly
paid medical/dentahvision coverage
for you and your dependents, and
free health club membership. If unable
to meet with us on campus, send
your resume to Genentech, Inc.,
Human Resources, Dept TS-MIT,
460 Point San Bruno Blvd., South San
Fruandsco, CA 94080. As a part of the
Genentech commitment to diversity, we
actively support and promote affinma-
tive action and equal employment
opportunity. We encourage minorities
and women to apply.

program supporting high school biology
tpchers; and endorsement of diverse
employee groups including Women in
Biosdence, African Americans in
Biotechnology, Gay and Lesbian sup-
port group and others. As we continue
to move life-saving products into the
hands of those who need them, we

seek people who will excel in our
stimulating environment.

If you have a degree in the life sciences
or chemical/bioengineering, learn more
about our growing industry as well as
our exciting entry-level opportunities
in the San Francisco Bay Area within:
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302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in

FREE DELIVERY 1 THE MALL.T. CAMPUS - $10 MINIMUM
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95

Special Dinner Plate just $4.95 all day long
10% OFF FOR STDENS WTH AVAUID ID.

(for dine-in dinners on; $10 minimum purchase)

Call 492-3179 or 49243170
Monday - Thursday, 11:30 am. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 am. to 11:00 p.m.

Closed Sunday

617-247-0220

JOIN US ON CAMPUS
PIFORMATION SESSION, Friday, Februaiy 25

ROOM 4-153, 6:00-7:00pm (refreshments wil be served).
MIT AFFIRMATIVE ACMtON JOB FAIR

Friday, February 25, Dupont Gym, 12:0"600ppm.
Interviews, Monday, February 28

To sign-up for interviews, visit your Career Resources Center
or stop by our Information Session.

Genentech, Inc.
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By Chris DoerrNick

The deadline for submitting candidate packets has been
at 5:00 PM in the UAextended to Friday, February

Office (Student Center room 401) for the following posi-
tions:

Class of 1995:
Secretary
Social Chairs
Publicity Chairs

Class of i996:
Treasurer
Social Chairs
Publicity Chairs

Class of 1994:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Members-at-Large

Packets are available at the UA Office . For more information, call
253-2696 and ask for Rishi Shrivastava.
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A student scales the wall outside the chapel during the recent thaw.
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Xalonji, from Page 1 Kalonji's lawsuit also cites sev-
eral exarnhl-Q of discriminatorrv

behavior. "Flemings effectively
diverted Kalonji's research for
approximately three years from
basic research that would further her
path to tenure, to applied research
for a company that had donated
money to MIT." Additionally, the
department "did not provide Kalonji
with lab space and support during
the early stages of her career."

For the tenure decision, "'Flem-
ings solicited comments and letters,
and particularly encouraged nega-
tive comments, from people who
were not listed by Professor Kalonji
in her tenure application," the com-
plaint said.

Case history
Kalonji, who received both her

bachelor and doctorate degrees from
MIT, was hired by MIT as an assis-
tant professor in the Department of
Materials Science and Engineering
in 1982. In 1986, she was promoted
to associate professor.

"In December, 1988, the depart-
ment voted to recommend to the
dean formerr Dean of Engineering
Gcrald L. Wilson] against granting
tenure to Kalonji, despite the fact
that her qualifications were and are
superior to those of other compara-
ble males in the department," the
complaint said.

"In April of 1989, 1 filed a griev-
ance with MIT's Dean of Engineer-
ing after my department voted not to
recommend me for tenure," Kalonji
said in the MCAD complaint. For
the next two years, Wilson and two
committees he appointed considered
whether Kalonji had been treated
unfairly by her department in the
tenure decision.

According to the lawsuit, the
first committee concluded that the

tenure decision had been "unaccept-
abl- unfair." The committee also
found that the departmental environ-
nient is "less supportive of women"
than men and "tends to disfavor the
career development of women."

A second committee, however,
recommended to Wilson that Kalon-
ji not be awarded tenure. The sec-
ond committee "applied a higher
and different standard to Kalonji
than had been applied to compara-
ble maies," the lawsuit said, and it
",relied upon information discrimi-
natorily gathered by the depart-
ment.V1

Wilson informed Kalonji on Jan.
15, 1991, that she would not be
granted tenure. Kalonji subsequent-
ly asked President Charles M. Vest
to review the decision, and on June
11, 1991, was informed by Provost
Mark S. Wrighton that MIT would
not further review her tenure denial.

Kalonj.i left MIT in August 1990
and is currently a professor at the
University of Washington in Seattle.

will be a trial," Altman said.
Altman said he expected Kalonji

to win the case against MIT. "Some
of the leading materials scientists in
the country have already stepped
forward and indicated that Professor
Kalonji was as qualified or more
qualified" than male faculty mem-
|bers who were granted tenure, Alt-

I man said.
|

Prove history of discrimination

"Kalonji's denial of tenure is
part of a long pattern and practice of
discrimination against women by
the department and by MIT," wrote
Altman in the Jan. 14 complaint.

"The allegation is, and we will
attempt to prove, that the Depart-
ment of Materials Science has had a

I long standing practice of discrimi-
nation against women," Altman
said.

-I"The atmosphere and the treat-
jment of women faculty during
JKalonji's seven-plus years in the
' department was hostile and discrim-
,inatory toward women," the com-
| plaint said.

N Nicole Herbots, a former profes-
sor in the department, said that "one
!of the main crises about being a
woman in the department was being
invisible." Herbots described a
",conscious attitude present in most
of the faculty" that systematically
excluded women and minorities.

When faculty members would go
out for lunch, they were "always
skipping my office," Herbots said,
as an example of the type of behav-
ior she observed. There was an
'"unconscious barrier" placed
between the women and the men of
the faculty that prevented, among
other things, the passing of impor-
tant information, Herbots said.
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Wherever and whenever news is happening, Grundig will be there with digital technology that

stretches to the farthest corners of the globe, brings back the news with striking clarity, before the

ink has dried on the newsprint.

The YB-400 has been described as the ideal shortwave radio with superior FM and audio quality.

The continuous shortwave from 1.6 to 30 MHz covers all existing shortwave bands with no

tuning gaps. Amateur radio plus military and commerical air-to-ground and ship-to-air

broadcasts on shortwave are also within reach. FM stereo, AM and longwave multiply your

listening options. Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) frequency, synthesized tuning and digital display

assure solid frequency stability.

40 memories mean the YB-400 remembers your favorite stations even if you forget. Multi-

function LCD simultaneously displays time, frequency, band and more. The keypad itself is a

marvel of performance. It's intelligently designed and easy to use . Wh1-ile overseas or traveling

close to home, Grundig will help you get to breakfast on time, with a programmable alarm. Also

features receptacles for external antenna and headphones (9V AC adapter not included).

It's no wonder that this impressive radio is rated at the top of its class.
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process, invalidated the outcome,
and, to my mind, disabled the credi-
bility of [his] office."

Much of the criticism Lechtman
directs at Wrighton in her pamphlet,
"An Institute in Ruins," focuses on
a 7-member committee Wrighton
established to review the center's
work.

According to Lechtman,
Wrighton "overbore the recommen-
dations that were contrary to his
predisposition." The committee had
reported favorably on work done at
the CMRAE and had recommended
creating a small graduate program,
Lechtman said.

In an interview last week,
Wrighton defended the review
process. "It wasn't a process that
was secretive or only executed with-
,n the con.f.rnes of this vGer. harnd-
some office. It was a process that
involved a lot of input and a lot of
informal input," he said.

Wrighton agreed that the review
committee had reported favorably
on the work done by Lechtman and
her colleagues at seven other area
institutions.

The review committee's findings
"led me to conclude that such an
activity is appropriate for MIT, that
some good contributions had been
made in the past; but that future
excellence would hinge on being
more than subcritical in terms of
size; and that a graduate program
was essential to realizing excel-
lience," Wrighton said.

Graduate program not feasible
The group that reviewed the

CMRAE's work concluded that
MIT could become one of the "top
players" in archaeology if it estab-
lished a graduate program, accord-
ing to Wrighton. But "creating a
graduate program is a serious eco-
nomic and financial concern," he
said.

To create a graduate program,
Wrighton said he needed the sup-
port of the deans who would super-
vise the program. "In the aftermath,
I consulted with the academic lead-
ership in the potential schools. And
they have to say, 'We buy into this,'
or 'No, I don't,' " he said.

"i made the assessment of
whether there was support for a new
graduate program, and there was

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Alaska Summer Employment fish-
eries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in
canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo.
on fishing vessels. Many employers
provide room & board and transporta-
tion. No experience necessary! For
more information call: 1-206-545-
4155 ext. A5033.

NIGHTLINE
one male staffer,

dne female staffer,

every night, 7pm-7am

253-8800
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For an opportunity of exceptional caliber, take a close look
at Trimble. We make a point of finding the most talented
individuals possible. That's why we 're the world leader in
the emerging commercial market for satellite-based wire-
less communications products for data and positioning
applications using GPS (Global Positioning Systems).

CMRAE, from Page 1 none," Wrighton said. To support
the CRMAE would mean notdoing
something else, he said.

The CMRAE's continued
reliance on Institute general funds
was also a problem, he explained.
The center was founded in 1977, but
has not established outside support
for its research budget.

"Why can't the center have sus-
taining support from a foundation or
from a federal agency?" Wrighton
asked. "If there are a lot people that
support [CMRAE], one of the ques-
tions I have to ask is ... 'Where's
the money? "

MIT has relatively little unre-
stricted money in its budget,
Wrighton said. Most research is
funded by outside grants. Salaries
and financial aid require a lot of
money, and most endowment
income is earmarked for particular

Academic renewal needed
Because there is so little unre-

stricted funding available, "we need
regular reallocation for academic
renewal," Wrighton said.

To decide which programs merit
support, Wrighton said he first
determines if they achieve the level
of excellence expected of MIT pro-

grams. After a program's excellence
is considered, the resources required
by the program are considered.

"The review committee ... had
in fact an important contribution to
make, which suggested a fuller
review of resource, effect, and sup-
port in the moral sense from other
faculty that want to be involved," he
said.

Despite Wrighton's contention
that the committee's findings were
essentially favorable, Lechtman said
the review committee was slanted
against her.

According to Lechtman, the
committee's chair, Associate Pro-
fessor of History Peter C. Perdue,
was hostile towards her and wrote a
final report that reflect his own
views rather than the views of the
committee members.

Lechtman also criticized
7;r_:g+ a_ ;1; at C..11.. _-,. r1:;
T llt11lV11 ,l l Cllllll, LV LIUIlY ,ALJIll

his decisions and make her aware of
the decision-making process. "In the
case at hand, the provost recognized
no obligation to discuss with me the
reasons for his decision; to give me
an opportunity to inform his deci-
sion; or to share with me the infor-
mation he received from the review
committee," Lechtman wrote in her
pamphlet.

Our products are sold in a variety of markets including
survey/mapping, Geographic Information Systems,
marine, aviation, vehicle tracking, military applications
and differential GPS systems. The following are typical
openings for Engineers graduating with a BS/MS in EE/
CS/ME/IE.

I

I

IIf you have the creativity, vision and desire to re-shape the
status quo, then don't miss our visit on f
.1 «'r"r .' rr . _l . .. .. L . .LI
the IvX 1 campus. Ij yuo are urc uar SScu
meet with us, you may also sendyour 
resume and a letter of interest, to: 
Trimble, Attn: College Relations,
P.O. Box 3642, Sunnyvale, CA I_ -s X
94088-3642. We are proud to be
an equal opportunity employer.
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Not much has changed with design engineers since the 60's.
They're still the free thinking, creative force behind todays electronics innovations.

But some things have changed. Dramatically
Like the need for faster, cheaper, denser, more flexible logic devices. And software

development tools that make them simple to design.
That's why we invented the Field Programmable Gate Array.

And that probably accounts for why we're the fastest growing company in the program-
mable logic business.

Voted one of Fortune 100's fastest growing companies for the 3rd year running,
Xilinx is looking for talented (and free thinking) engineers in the following areas:

Extra Memory Needed! MIT Turbo XT
owner with 640K RAM, 65YDA,
Fears change to new machine/soft-
ware. Desperately seeks RAM addi-
tion plus memory management soft-
ware, new or used. 397-6926,
kotik@cbgrle.mit.edu. a 0
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IC DESIGN. Perform detailed logic and circuit design of FPGAs and/or EPI)s.
o

o

o

o

4t

«
'a.The Tech subscription rates: $20

one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $60 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; $140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required.

: TECIFCEAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT: Provide technical support to users of Xilinx
: products and pre/post sales support to Xilinx Sales and FAEs. Also provide support
: for tting and integrating Xilinx products.

Please accept our i.nnitaM to learn mr e abomn the, erxiin fizhire of pg,fammable lomic,

because 'Ie times they are a chainn, "anad Xilinx wants to make you a part of it! Join us at the

Combined Career Fair * Friday, February 25

© 1993. Xilinx is a registered trademark and The Programmable Logic Company is a service mark of Xilinx, Inc.
All other trademarks or registered trademarks arc the property of their respective holders We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

--------------- "~~�-~~"'~^""

CMRAE Notedfor Excellence
But Unable to Procure Funds

Manufacturing * Firmware · Hardware
Product Support e Software v Mechanical

XProgramable LINX
The Programmable Logic Company,.
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lyrepic Performers
am impressed with Jansen's deter- is the entire world.
mruination and perserverance. On Saturday, the United States

It was interesting to see that ski team's medal-winning rampage
almost everyone in the Viking Ship continued when Picabo Street cap-
Hall, even the Norwegian fans and tured a silver in the Women's
Jansen's fellow competitors, wanted Downhill, further silencing the crit-
to see him win. Although he will ics. Not bad for someone who likes
leave Lillehammer without a medal to arrive at the site minutes before
in his strongest event, his win in the her scheduled start. Incidentally, she
1,000 seems to be a combination of almost came late to the final training
the right things comining together at run. She jumped into her skis and
the same time. All of the fanfare he straight on to the course, and ended
received was truly well-deserved. up with the fastest time of the field,

Although Jansen didn't break despite a few mistakes. Street also
down in tears like many gold medal- stands in second place after the first
ists, the medal ceremony was a half of the alpine combined event.
memorable moment for all who On the men's side, Kyle Ras-
were watching. After the ceremony, mussen and Moe are second and
he had a chance to lace his skates third, respectively, going into the
back on, to take a victory lap. slalom portion of the Men's Alpine

The media's treatment of his vic- Combined.
tory might be a little bit too much. In the nordic combined, who
Yes, it is true that his minute and would have thought that 17-year old
fifteen seconds on the ice will trans- Todd Lodwick of the United States
late into big bucks for him. I have would finish fifth after the first day?
already heard many radio inter- Despite finishing 13th, he vows a
views, and sec ill 1the hype givli wits ill 199S. If e'orks had and

about him on television. Look for get experience, it could happen.
his picture on the box of Wheaties Despite grabbing only seven
some time in the near future. medals so far, the United States

One more thing about Jansen: he team as a whole seems to be doing
said that when he took to the ice, he pretty well. There were top-ten fin-
thought nothing about winning the ishes in all three luge events and in
race. He just told himself to go out the figure skating pairs and men's
and skate as well as he could. Even competition.
when he slipped, he did not panic.
The result seemed to suggest that he Besides the competition...
skated up to his abilities. Perhaps I made a difficult decision punt
the best things happen when you the LSC showing of Cool Runnings
don't really expect them to. and Thelma and Louise in order to

keep up with the action; I guess I'll
Exciting weekend action have to rent the movie on videotape.

On Saturday, speed skater Bon- Watching the Games, and trying to
nie Blair won the women's 500- catch all the action was still enjoy-
meter, becoming the first individual able.
- male or female - to win gold What was not too enjoyable, per-
medals in the same event in three haps leaving something to be
consecutive Winter Olympics. With desired, was CBS's coverage of the
four, she tied for the most gold Olympic Games. Many people
medals won by a woman. agreed with me that there were too

If she wins the 1,000-meter com- many features and too little of the
petition, she will match the five gold actual competition. A little bit of
medals that United States speed that "Up close and personal" stuff is
skater Eric Heiden won in 1980. good to see, but CBS just overdid it.
Her feat would be impressive, but I really don't care to know all the
Heiden did it in only one Olympics. stories of Dan Jansen's life and all

~~~~~~... ~the disappointments. I have heard
Johann Olav Koss completed a all of those stories before. I just

distance sweep by capturing the want to see him skate!
10,000-meter event, to add to his In the early going, CBS did not
5,000- and 1,500-meter gold medals handle the time difference too well. I
-and he achieved world records in believe that someone from the
all of them. He smashed his own Boston Globe pointed out that CBS
world record in the 10,000 by really balked with announcing
almost 14 seconds. These two feats Tommy Moe's victory on the first
are simply awesome. day of competition. I remember that

Despite being an incredible ath- morning, when the commentator,
lete, Koss's win probably had some- whose name I do not remember, said
thing to do with having the support "Here are the results of the men's
and inspiration of the home crowd. I downhill. If you do not want to know
wonder if American athletes will do the results yet, then look away."
the same in Atlanta in 1996. For most of us, the next Games

A few days before, when Koss will be held in the same time zone
won the 1,500, there was something as our own. I hope that, for the pur-
neat that CBS showed, in the little poses of entertainment, the big
coverage that was given. After events will be scheduled during
American David Tamburrino prime time.
crossed the line and looked up at the Well, that's what I have to say
scoreboard, he raised his arms in tri- about the first week of the Games.
umph. He did so because he had set Expect just as much to happen in
a personal record, despite ending up Week 2, including the possible
22nd, five seconds behind Koss's finale of the Nancy Kerrigan- Tonya
time. That moment seemed to be a Harding drama. And do Katerina
wonderful demonstration of the Witt and the pair of Jane Torvill and
human spirit. Pleasing oneself is Christopher Dean still have what
probably many times more impor- brought them to Olympic glory in
tant than pleasing the crowd, even if the past? Stay tuned ...

Engineers Ne ed 'I
For ECHA Playoffs

Olympics, from Page 16 four runs. He was doing quite well
on the third run, but then lost con-
trol and wiped out at close to 80
miles per hour. Luckily, he was not
physically hurt, but he still had to
contemplate what could have been.

There was probably no one who
experienced defeat as badly as
speed skater Dan Jansen, in his
fourth and final Olympics. Jansen
had always experienced frustration
in the Olympics, particularly in his
forte, the 500-meter race: fourth by
a hundredth of a second in 1984;
falling hours after learning of the
death of his sister in 1988; and
fourth in 1992. Ironically, he was
the undisputed favorite, having won
virtually everything else. In the 500-
meter event, he not only had the
world record, but was the only
human in history to have officially
skated the distance in less than 36
seconds.

In these games, Jansen started
off well, but slipped on the last turn
and lost enough time to lose the
race. He finished in eighth place,
only 35 hundredths of a second
behind the winner. The Olympic
jinx seemed to continue.

It is fairly easy for anyone to
imagine the kind of frustration that
athletes like these had to endure.
Everything falls with a minor
mishap, mistake, or miscalculation.
The athletes must wonder if what all
their work will ever pay off.

American skiing silences critics
Congratulations to United States

skiing team for its fine perfor-
mances, against the odds that the
media set against them. Major
sports publications everywhere,
including Sports Illustrated, criti-
cized their performances and gave
the Americans an outside shot at a
medal at best. On the first day,

media-dubbed long shot Tommy
Moe turned in the race of his life to
establish himself as the champion.
So maybe he is an exception.

Dianne Roffe-Steinrotter made
them think again, by matching the
feat in the women's super giant
slalom. The next day, Moe gave
himself a nice birthday present by
capturing a silver medal in the
men's super G.

Kudos to the American lugers
for providing the United States' best
Olympic performances in history, in
the men's singles and doubles. Even
though Kennedy wiped out, reign-
ing world champion Wendal Suck-
ow took over and finished in fifth
place. Even more impressive were
the two American doubles teams,
who captured fourth and fifth place.

While things are improving for
American lugers, the world might
see an end to the dominance of what
was the Soviet ice hockey team. The
Russians - mostly made up of the
old Soviet team - were shut out for
the first time in history by Finland,
5-0, and they lost to Germany later
on. Many Russians have chosen the
glamour and money of the National
Hockey League. They might be able
to pull off the gold, but things won't
be the same in the future.

In late-breaking news, NHL
players might be allowed to com-
pete in the Olympics in 1998. Could
there be another "Dream Team,"
like the United States basketball
team of 1992?

Jansen finally medals at Olympics
Dan Jansen was able to make up

for all his frustrations by winning
the 1,000-meter event. In addition to
winning the gold, he crossed the fin-
ish line in a world record time,
despite two slips. CBS overdid the
drama involved with the event, but I

cost a top placing, if it doesn't keep
the athlete from finishing at all. This
is even true in events where time is
not the deciding factor, like figure
skating. It's interesting how a life-
time of training can go in a very
small moment of time. Sometimes
big surprises can result. At Lille-
hammer, they did.

The agony of defeat
In the first few days of action,

the agony of defeat was so clearly
displayed. There are many ways of
losing as a few athletes demonstrat-
ed: 1) you do not start, 2) you do riot
finish, 3) you finish, but way behind
what everyone had expected.

Can you imagine training for a
lifetime to get to the Olympics, just
to have your equipment fail? Like
any other competitor, men's alpine
skier Franz Heinzer of Switzerland
prepared himself to start both physi-
cally and mentally. But right after
he tripped the wand that activated
the timer, his ski binding broke,
causing his right ski to detach from
his boot. Luckily, he stopped him-
self before reaching the steep part of
the course. As one commentator
pointed out on Pat O'Brien's late
night show, in such a situation, there
isn't much you can do except
express your anger. That he did, by
repeatedly swinging one of his poles
at the snow. It was quite an unfortu-
nate event for "Franz the Fourth," as
he was nicknamed for his frequent
finishes in that position. This time,
he was a serious contender for a
medal.

American Duncan Kennedy met
his fate in the luge. In his third
Olympic Games, Kennedy was a
serious medal contender, and he
placed fourth after the second of

Now is your opportunity to get cable installed for absolutely nothing.
That's a $26.87 savings. And for only $10.00 a month you can receive
over 20 cable channels including ESPN, CNN, Nickelodeon and Arts

and Entertainment. You can also order your choice of HBO, Showtime,
The Movie Channel, Cinemax, NESN or SportsChannel for an

additional $10.95 per month. Discount packages are also available.

So why waste time? Order cable on February 22, 23 or 24 at the Student
Center from 11:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and get a free installation.

Or call tnay and have cable tnnorrow

jp N Continental
ML_ Cablevision

876-3393

Hockey, from Page 16 still an opportunity to come back in
the last ten minutes of the game; a
five-minute major penalty on
Springfield and a two-minute minor
penalty on MIT gave the Engineers a
total three-minute power play peri-
od. However, not only did MIT fail
to score, but also allowed Spring-
field to score got a short-handed goal
to put the game out of reach.

As a result, Springfield is fourth,
and MIT is fifth. If the Engineers
win against SCSU, they will make
the ECHA. However, the game shall
be difficult to win since SCSU leads
the ECHA.

mance against Bryant by having 39
shots on goal to Springfield's 33,
but goalie Simmons saved 29 shots
to Springfield's 37.

At the end of the first period, the
score was 2-1 in Springfield's
favor. Nicholas Pearce '94 shot a
goal with assists from Daryl Hem-
ingway '94 and Tetsu Inada '97. In
the second period, MIT tied the
game with a goal from Lloyd John-
ston G from Pearce.

Springfield scored the winning
goal early in the third period. MIT
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By Thomas Kettler
STAFF REPORTER

The MIT men's basketball team
lost to Babson Saturday in a game
that was closer than the 95-81 score
would indicate. The game made the
Engineers 7-16 overall and 3-7 in
the Constitution Athletic Confer-
ence. With the loss, MIT shall be
forced to play on the road in the
CAC tournament.

In the first 10 minutes of the
game, neither team had a rally by
shooting baskets effectively from the
floor. After that, MIT had a mini run

Robinson

which resulted in a 46-38 lead with
1:49 left in the half. This would end
up being the largest lead that the
Engineers would have for the game.
After that, Babson converted some
field goal opportunities, and the half
ended with MIT ahead 48-43.

The Engineers shot a reasonable
41 percent from the floor, but the
Beavers shot a far better 48 percent.
MIT did shoot better at the line, 83
to 67 percent.

Individually, starting forward Joe
C. Levesque '95 led the team in scor-
ing with 14 while reserve center

Breaks Pc

got its final lead at 66-64 with a Individually, MIT could not stop
Heffernan field goal. The final tie Kingsley's 30 points, complemented
occurred when reserve forward John by reserve Glenn Witkoski's 21.
N. Fluker '96 made a semi-dunk to This strongly countered MIT's more
tie the game at 72-72 with 7:40 left. balanced scoring which resulted in
Babson responded with a 9-1 run four players in double figures. Hef-
capped by Rory Gardner's field goal feman led with 18, while Levesque
in. The closest the Engineers would had 15, Whalen 13 and starting
get was 83-77 with three minutes guard Nikki L. Caruthers '95 11.
left in the game. However, Babson Porter led the team in rebounds with
took advantage of the late free 13 while Whalen contributed 11.
throws after the Engineers fouled Heffernan lead in blocked shots
the Beavers to stop the clock. with five.

Shooting from the floor and "We lost it in the second half. At
turnovers ultimately determined the the 14 minute mark [six minutes left
game. Babson continued to shoot in the second half], we let them
well and finished at 49 percent score, penetrate the lane, and none
while MIT only shot 39 percent. of my guards could stop #10
The Engineers committed seven [Michael Kingsley]," head coach
more turnovers than the Beavers, 21 Leo Osgood commented. Kingsley
to 14. And while MIT shot 78 per- had "18 for the first half [and] 39 in
cent at the line versus Babson's 73 the game ... If not for our bench
percent, the Engineers only went to [Heffernan and Terry Rivers '95], it
the line 18 times to the Beavers' 40. would have been a 20 point game."

MeL's4 FencAig berd

At New Englnds

Mark E. Heffeman '95 added 12.
The other starting forward Tim M.
Porter '96 led the team in rebounds
with nine while starting center Keith
E. Whalen '96 added seven. Howev-
er, MIT could not contain Babson's
leading scorer, guard Michael Kings-
ley who already had 18 at the half.

The Beavers continued where
they left off with a 14-5 run in the
first five minutes to lead 57-53. The
shot of the game with 15:10 left
occurred when Babson's Bryant
Richards blew a dunk attempt. Five
lead changes and two ties later, MIT

le Vault

Track, from Page 16 Munklewitz '95 dropped back fur-
ther during his 1600, but passed
several runners in the last lap to
bring home a fifth-place finish.

The 4x400 relay team was given
the disadvantage of competing in
the slow heat, but the quartet of
Mason, Targino, Ngwenya, and
Corcoran won the heat easily and
managed to beat a team in the fast
section to finish sixth.

Dan Helgesen finished his leg of
the 4x800 relay in seventh place,
and ,'when Gerry Corona 9- 7 was
unable to improve on this position,
it looked as though the Engineers
might not score. But Hardy ran a
strong third leg and handed off to
Casadonte in fifth place. Casadonte
was quickly caught by two other
runners, but outsprinted one of them
to the finish line to take sixth place.

Meanwhile, on the infield, Morio
Alexander '96 leapt his way to a
fourth-place finish in the long jump.
Hung Hoang '96 competed in the
long jump finals, where he finished
seventh. Over at the shot put, things
were not going well for the Engi-
neers, as Wallberg's put of 41'8
3/4" was not good enough to make
the finals.

The Engineers gave themselves
some breathing room in the triple
jump, as Andy Ugarov '95, who
was nursing an injured foot, and
Alexander took third and fourth
place, respectively. Elliot Hui '94
finished 1 1th.

In the high jump, Ugarov was
one of four competitors to clear 6'6
1/4", and the only one to clear on
his first try. When all four missed at
6' 8 1/4", Ugarov was given the vic-
tory; teammate James Kirtley '94
finished in a fifth-place tie.

The last event of the day to fin-
ish was the pole vault. During the
warmups, a vaulter from Brandeis
slipped, vaulted into one of the stan-
dards, and landed heavily off the
mat. Several running events were
delayed as the unfortunate vaulter
was taken away in an ambulance; it
was later reported that he broke his
collarbone. The MIT fans were
given a similar scare during the
competition when Paul Ogagan
missed the pit on a vault; he landed

on his feet and luckily was not
injured. In yet another strange
occurrence, a Coast Guard competi-
tor also managed to escape injury
when his pole snapped in two while
he was in mid-vault. At the end of
the day, Matt Robinson '94 found
himself in a duel with sophomore
Drew Orsinger of Coast Guard.
Both vaulters cleared 14'6", then 15
feet, then 15'6". They moved the
bar to 16'2 1/4", the facility record,
and Robinson cleared the bar on his
second attept. Orsinge-r cruld rot,rr

giving Robinson an unprecedented
fourth straight N.E. Div. III champi-
onship in the pole vault, and giving
MIT enough points to clinch the
third-place trophy.

This weekend several team
'members will be competing in the
NEIAAA championships at Boston
University, against competition
from all New England schools (all
divisions). The national champi-
onships, which Robinson and Wall-
berg have qualified for, will be held
March 11 and 12 at the University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh.

finished seventh in the finals. Rob
Casadonte '94 and Kimathi Hardy
'97 did not make the finals.

In the 55-meter hurdles, Colin
Page '95 and Paul Ogagan '97 both
made the finals outright, and Ed
Cho '94 tied a competitor for the
last spot. The trio did not fare so
well in the finals, though, as only
Page scored in 6th place; Ogagan
finished eighth and Cho ninth. The
winner in the hurdles, Blake 'Nvak
of Coast Guard, set a new meet
record at 7.61 seconds, breaking the
record of 7.69 set by MIT's Sean
Garrett '88.

At this point, however, things
began to look up for the team. The
field in the 1,500-meter run con-
tained three of the top 10 milers in
Division III - Charles Kurtz of
Williams, Pat Sullivan of Bates, and
Ethan Crain '95 of MIT. These
three ran away from the rest of the
field and dueled for the victory in
the final lap. Crain pulled away
from Sullivan in the home stretch,
but Kurtz was coming up strong.
But suddenly Kurtz stumbled trying
to change lanes, and Crain crossed
the finish line unchallenged for
MIT's first victory of the day.

Arnold Seto '96 found himself
leading the 3,000 early on, but could
not hold his lead and dropped back
to finish seventh. Crain, meanwhile,
having moved up from the back of
the pack, again found himself in a
sprint to the finish with Kurtz. This
time, however, Ethan could not hold
off his rival, and had to settle for
second place by a half-step. In the
5,000, Jesse Darley '95 ran with the
lead pack, which lapped the rest of
the field. Darley couldn't outrun the
pack, though, and finished fourth.
Josh Feldman '97 broke from anoth-
er pack with a few laps left, finish-
ing seventh; Carlos Duran '94 came
in eleventh.

In the distance medley relay,
Schell ran a strong 800-meter and
handed off to Kevin Knoedler '94 in
second place. Knoedler held this
place through a 400 and gave the
baton to Pratt, who dropped back to
third place during his 1200. Karl

By Mark P. Hurst
TEAM MEMBER

Epee was dominated by first place
finisher Keith Lichten '95 and sec-
ond place finisher Kris Giesing '94.
Each fenced a spectacular finals
round, heating opponents that they
had not beaten all season.

In the sabre individuals, team
captain Mark Hurst '94 took first
place, finishing the day undefeated
with a perfect 15-0 record.

This weekend the MIT fencing
team hosts the oldest collegiate
championship in any sport: the
Intercollegiate Fencing Association
Championships. Older than the
NCAA itself, this year marks the
100th anniversary of the champi-
onship. The MIT community can
catch the action in Johnson Athletic
Center on Saturday and Sunday.

The men's varsity fencing team
traveled to Brown University on
Saturday to compete in the New
England Intercollegiate Fencing
Championships. The top two MIT
fencers in each weapon competed
against opponents from such
schools as Brown, Boston Universi-
ty, Boston College, Bates, Universi-
ty of New Hampshire, and Universi-
ty of Massachusetts.

MIT took third place out of the
13 schools competing and was sepa-
rated from first place by only 4
bouts (out of 60 or so that it fenced
in the team round).

In the individual finals, three
MIT fencers garnered top finishes.

SPORTS

Engineers Fall to Babson in Final Home Game

Facility Record at Regionals

Hsiung, Yip Barely
Miss Coxswain Finals

C.R.A.S.H.-B., from Page 16

in her field. Behind Black were Elizabeth Sebern '97 (9:37.90) in
55th, and Victoria Parson '94 (9:38.20) in 57th. The Engineers field-
ed 10 representatives for the competition.

In the open men's division, MIT had 18 members competing.
Godard Abel G provided the best result for MIT, placing 53rd, with a
time of 7:52.80. He was followed by Toby Ayer '96 (7:58.60), and
Adam Cotner '96 (7:59.10), who placed 74th and 79th, respectively,
in a field of 252 entrants.

In the coxswain men's event, Jason Yip '95 barely missed making
the finals placing ninth with a time of 9:37.40. Yip captured the last
spot for the final round of eight and had a time of 9:34.50 in the pre-
liminary heat.

Sherry Hsiung '95 took ninth place in the coxswain women's
event with a time of 11:21.80. Hsiung missed the qualifying for the
finals by a little less than 15 seconds.

The Engineers had one representative in the lightweight women's
competition. Renata Pomponi G placed 27th in the qualifying heat,
covering the course in a time of 1 :03.80.
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Bryant, Springfield
Check Engineers

By Thomas Kettler
STAFF REPORTER __.

The men's hockey team lost to Bryant College Wednesday night
by a score of 2-1. They also lost at Springfield College Saturday
night by a score of 4-2. The losses made the team 5-10-3 overall and
2-3-3 in the Eastern Collegiate Hockey Association. The Engineers
must now win against Southern Connecticut to make the ECHA play-
offs which will be held on Feb. 26 and 27 here at MIT at the Johnson
Athletics Center.

In the first period, Lloyd P. M. Johnston G scored the Engineers'
only goal early in the game. It came seven minutes into the game on a
rebound with an assist to Stepnen J. Schleuter '96. In spite of the
goal, the first period foreshadowed the rest of the game as Bryant
kept the puck effectively in the MIT zone for most of the period and
had many more shots on goal.

At the beginning of the second period, the partisan Engineer
crowd asked for David H. Spielvogel '95 and Tetsu Inada '97 to be
on the ice but their calls fell on deaf cars. Bryant continued to attack
but were again stopped by the MIT goalie John Simmons '95.

In the third period, the fortunes of the Engineers stopped. Bryant
tied the game with two minutes in the period on a goal by Rollie
Woodcock. Five minutes later, Paul Dube scored the winning goal for
Bryant. With one minute left, MIT pulled the goalie to get another
skater on the ice but the move didn't help as they couldn't score.

In the end, Bryant had many more shots on goal, and MIT had
trouble defending its goal. The engineers also had four power play
opportunities but failed to convert any of them.

Head coach Joe Quinn commented that it was a "very important
game for us. If we won, we would be in the playoffs. Now must win
our next two games. At spots, played OK, [but it] wasn't a team
effort expected for such an important game."

He continued about the opposing team. "Bryant did what it need-
ed to. It covered extremely tight. [MIT] didn't have sniper goals that
come from rebounds. [Bryant] played according to Discipline."

The 4-2 score versus Springfield didn't accurately reflect the
closeness of the game. Also, the Engineers exceeded their perfor-
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TTPCOMINGTC HOME, EVENTS

Tuesday, Feb. 22
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Harvard Business School, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 23
Women's Gymnastics vs. Northeastern University, 7 p.m.

All event dates, times, and locations, are subject to change.
L
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By Bo Light
TEAMMEMBER

team. David Barron of Connecticut
College won with a toss of 58' 1
3/4".

MIT fared well in the short dis-
tance running events, but the top
places eluded most of the team
members here. Jay Chiang '94
turned in a sixth-place finish in the
55-meter dash finals with a demonic
time of 6.66 seconds. Surprisingly,
though, Matt Sandholm '96 did not
make the finals, as he and teammate
Brian Pendleton '94 were outrun by
a few too many competitors.

In the trials of the 200-meter,
Sandholm sprinted to a third place
finish in his heat to easily make the
fin-As. But in the finals, Sandholm
unluckily drew lane seven; the
Bates track has only six lanes, with
the seventh lane defined by the out-
side of lane six. This turned out to
have been strategically planned by
Coach Taylor, who was attempting
to take advantage of the wider turn

offered by the outside lane. He must
have known something everybody
else didn't, because Sandholm
stunned the crowd by winning the
race from the "phantom lane" in a
stellar time of 22.80 seconds.

Dan Corcoran '94 took advan-
tage of an error by the meet officials
to reach the 400-meter run finals,
where he placed seventh. In the
500-meter, Edgar Ngwenya '96,
Marcelo Targino '96, Chris Schell
'96, and Elliott Mason '94 ran
strong races but did not qualify for
the finals. Ed Patron '95 was on
pace to qualify for the finals in the
800-meter, but injured himself in
the final turn and finished out of the
running. Jerry Pratt '94, the top seed
in the 1,000-meter, was beaten by
teammate Dan Helgesen '97 in the
trials, but still made the finals,
where he finished fourth. Helgesen

LEWISTON, MAINE

Top athletes in track and field
gathered at Bates College Saturday
afternoon for the New England
Division III Chanmpionship. Coach
Halston Taylor and 33 members of
the men's track team competed
well, but settled for the third-place
trophy out of 19 schools.

The Engineers earned 76 points,
well ahead of fourth-place Tufts
(54.5 points), but far behind but far
behind Coast Guard (111 points)
and repeat champion Williams,
which set a new meet with 160.5
points.

Things looked bad for most
teams before the day even started.
Williams began Saturday's competi-
tion with 11 points on the strength
of two places in Friday night's pen-
tathlon, including a new meet record
set by senior Todd Ducharme. MIT
did not have an entry in the pen-
tathlon, and thus went into the day
eleven points down.

The first event, the 351b. weight
throw, featured John Wallberg '96
for the Engineers. Wallberg, who
with a throw of 54' 7" has already
qualified for the National champi-
onships, only managed a throw of
49' 8" in his flight, but still made
the finals easily. Unfortunately,
Wallberg was not able to improve
on his throw in the finals and placed
seventh, which did not score for the
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By Daniel Wang
ASSOCIA TE SPOR TS EDITOR

in Lillehammer:
By tradition, each of the delega-

tions dress as closely as they can to
their "national outfit." (If you're
wondering if the team from Bermu-
da came out in shorts, the answer is,
"No.") Someone pointed out to me
that the United States costume -
cowboy hats - was not representa-
tive of the clothing of the Ameri-
cans. Indeed, with all our diversity,
what can be considered as the repre-
sentative "American" clothing? ...

These Games, like all others,
kicked off with the Opening Cere-
mony. Like every Olympics, Lille-
hammer organizers sought to do
something different for the opening
ceremonies. Until a few games ago,
the customary Olympic Flame light-
ing ceremony was to have someone
run up to the basin with a torch, and
manually ignite the fuel. In
Albertville, we saw the fire travel up

a line, into the bowl. In Barcelona,
a skilled archer lit the flame with a
flaming arrow. In Lillehammer, the
trend continued as torch-bearers
skied for miles, using a means of
transportation their ancestors had
invented ages ago. Once the torch
reached the venue, one brave soul
would ski off a jump with it and
pass it off to the next carrier.

I would have liked to see him
light the flame while in flight, but I
understand why it didn't happen.
But I was impressed that the skier
successfully executed the jump in
front of mrillirons, if not billions, of
viewers worldwide. Interestingly,
the person who made the jump was
not the person originally designated
to carry the torch. He completed fif-
teen practice jumps in a row, but
wiped out on his sixteenth, the day
before the Opening Ceremony. He
wasn't seriously harmed, but his

replacement stole the glory which
was supposed to be his.

CBS and International Olympic
Committee President Juan Antonio
Samaranch commented about Sara-
jevo, the site of the 1984 Winter
Olympics. It is ironic that a city,
that once held an event that symbol-
ized world peace and unity, is now
in shambles due to war, they said.
All of the venues are virtually
destroyed, including the stadium,
where 200 doves once flew out of.
According to reports, the wood that
made up the bleachers, are now
saved to construct coffins. After the
emotional speech, Samaranch
declared the seventh edition of the
Winter Olympic Games officially
open.

The first two things that I found
interesting about these Games were
the time difference between Norway
and Boston, and the nature of

almost all of the sporting events.
The time in Norway is about six
hours ahead, meaning that some
monumental, and not-so-monumen-
tal, occurrences took place while I
was sleeping. I found it quite
strange to wake up to the news that
an American had won a medal,
before I even knew that the event
would be taking place that day. This
difference also affected CBS's cov-
erage of the Games, which I will say
more about later.

The second subject I find fasci-
nating is that most winter sports are
a true test, not only of perfection,
but also of rising to the occasion to
deliver that perfection. In many of
the events, the margin between vic-
tory and defeat are decided by hun-
dredths, sometimes thousandths, of
a second. One small mistake can

In case you missed it, the XVIIth
Winter Olympic Games in Lille-
hammer began two Saturdays ago. I

~- -- n~have been a

Feantusr devout fol-
1X dU/btVS > -llower of the

past few Olympic Games, both
Winter and Summer, capturing hun-
dreds of hours of history of video-
tape, many of which I have not ever
viewed again. Because of changes
made by the IOC, the Olympic
Fever I caught from Albertviile and
Barcelona returned sooner than
usual.

Thanks to modern technology
and my love of the Olympics, I
managed to catch a good deal of the
events that happened. The 16 days
were filled with the thrill of victory
and the agony of defeat. Here are
the thoughts that I had on the games Olympics, Page 14
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unusual for those who are unfamil-
iar to rowing. The athletes compete
on ergometers and monitored their
status, along with the enthusiastic
spectators, by using a computer dis-
play of times and a simulation of the
positions.

The rowers could gain only an
idea of how they were doing com-
pared to the rest of the field, by
looking up at a screen in front of
them. They were essentially racing
against the clock. Each race took
place over a simulated distance of
2,500 meters.

MIT had a number of representa-
tives competing in the event with
their best result coming from Liz
Bradley '83. Bradley, who was on
the United States Olympic team in
1988, won the Master Women's
event - for competitors between 30
and 39 years old.

The next best result from MIT
came from Hartley Rogers, profes-
sor of mathematics. Rogers placed
seventh in the Veteran 'B' Men's

competition - for competitors over
60 years of age, with a time handi-
cap based on age - with a time of 8
minutes 57.20 seconds.

Rogers had placed fourth out of
the entire field in the preliminary
heat, posting a time of 8:44.00.
Rogers previously won the Veteran
'B' competition at the C.R.A.S.H.-
B. Sprints six consecutive times
between 1982 and 1987.

In the open women's competi-
tion, Maria Bradnin of Sweden
cruised ahead of the field and broke
the world indoor record, coming in
with a time of 8: 13.60.

In the open men's finals, world-
and C.R.A.S.H.-B..-record holder
Matthias Siejkowski won his third
straight title, finishing in 7:23.10, to
beat Jean Rolland by a little more
than six seconds.

Among the women, Sarah Black
'97 was MIT's top performer, post-
ing a time of 9:28.80 finishing 44th

The weather on Sunday made for
a beautiful day of rowing, and some
world records in rowing fell that
afternoon. However, the rowing did
not take place on the Charles River,
but instead, in Rockwell Cage.

Several students, alumni, and
faculty members of MIT were
joined by competitors from across
the nation and around the world for
the Charles River All-Star las
Beens (C.R.A.S.H.-B.) Sprints,
which featured the World Indoor
Rowing Championships as the main
event. Scores of people of all ages
came to participate.

While the Open/Internation com-
petition consisted primarily of colle-
giate athletes, the field featured past
and future Olympians from places
as far away as China and Russia.
The field even included a Gold
Medalist from the 1964 Olympic
Games.

The races at this event look quite

HIELEN M. UN-THE TECH

Rowers from all over the nation participate In the C.R.A.S.H.-B.
Sprints competition held at Rockwell Cage on Sunday.C.R.A.S.H.-B., Page 15
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Mern's lrack Finishes Third
At NE Div. ill Championships
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In Case You Missed It: 16 Days in Ilehamner, Part I

Rowers, CoxswainsParticpate
In World Indoor Championships




